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Thera is auch concern aboat dropouts vho are rapidly Increasli^
la nuBdjer and hay* attracted the attention of many people, groups,
and agencies vhleh are not directly associated vlth education. Until
recently, the dropout vas not yleved as a major educational problem.
The problem ef the dropout Is nov being recognised Tor what It Is—
a problem for the entire community and the nation.
The public school system plays a significant role in the forma¬
tion ef things that help to make a county or a community vhat It is.
Throughout the imexlcaa public school history educators hare been
confronted vlth the problem of dropouts. Students dropping out of
school hay* become a paramount problem, and there appears to be
mai^ factors which contribute to the cause of dropouts. Iceording
to Daniel Schrelber, the dropout does not exhibit a single behaylor
pattera. Instead, he manifests one or more of the following charac¬
teristics t
1. Low socio-economic status
2. Poor scholastic aptitude
3. Limited school achleyement
U. Emotional probloas in elementary school^
^Daniel Schrelber, guidance and the School Dropouts (Washington,
D. C.t National Educatior'IiiociaW©n7"i96ii)7pr6oI
1
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5* Difficulties with peers and parents
6. Kegative attitudes toward guidance facilities
No dropout has all of the above characteristics in the extreme, however,
he has more than one of them, and to a degree these different patterns
emerge from his school records and certain predictions can be rnade,^
The nuober of dropouts in manjr schools is substantially large*
Hence, the educational needs of those students who withdrew from school
constitute a problem of serious concern to those charged with directing
the program of the school*
Educators throughout the country are attempting to utilize new
innovations in an effort to counteract the influx of dropouts* Saylor
and Alexander commented that the basic approaches to holding boys and
girls in school until coiqpletion must somehow make schooling more
attractive to children and youth, give them a better opportunity for
success, and so far as possible help their parents and communities
recognise the value of schooling* Thus, the overriding problem in
curriculum planning is much more than how to develop special projects
to hold those who would leavd school* The real problem would seem to
make schooling from the very beginning so attuned to the individual
that each will find in the school opportunities recognized as more
2
important than any transitory attractions outside*
The variation in the proportion of dropouts on local, state and
national levels is so great that educators are now appointing more
^Ibid*, p* 60.
2
J* Galen Saylor and William H* Alexander, Curriculum Planning
for tfodem Schools (New lorkt Holt, Rinehart and yinston, tno*, 1^66),
p* 3Bo*
3
school officials to study the problem of school dropouts*
Evolution of the Problem
Interest In this problem stemmed from a survey conducted by the
Georgia State Department of Education during the month of November of
the 1966-67 school term* The title was "Georgia's Dropoutt k Profile*"
This stiidy revealed that a large percentage of high school students
have been withdrawn from the state registers because of non-attendance.
Some of these students irere below avere^e in intelligence and had
achievement scores below their grade levels* The report further indi¬
cated that at least each one of the factors below contributed to the
incidence of the dropoutst
1* Inability to learn successfully








It was at this point that the writer decided he would be interested in
learning more about the dropouts and the factors which contributed to
their withdrawal from school*
Contribution to Educational Knowledge
It was anticipated that from this study the writer may be able to
give some additional information to administrators who are striving to
reduce their dropout rates; and offer recommendations of specifle
meaningfulness to the school officials of Fulton County, Georgia*
iGeorgia's Dropout1 k Profile, (Atlanta, Georgia State Depaz*tment
of Education, 1966), p* 9*
statement of the Problem
The problem InvolTed in this •tud^ vas to determine the atatue
and differences» if any, in the measnred intelligence and aebievement
and obserred soeie-eeonomie status between Negro and Non-Negro Drop¬
outs in two selected high schools located in the southern part of
Fulton County^ Georgia, during the 1^7-68 school year*
Purpose of the Study
The major purpose of this stud^ was to determine the differences
on the Tariables of intelligence, achiewemeat, and socie-oconomio status
for Negro and Non-Negro dropouts in two Fulton County, Georgia schools*
More specifically, the purposes of this research were to determines
1* The measure of central tendency and wariability on intelligence
and achioToment for Negro and Non-Negro dropouts as measured
by California Test of Mental Maturity and California Ichieve-
mnnt Test, respectively*
2* The difference, if any, in the intelligence level between Negro
and Non-Negro dropouts*
3* The difference, if any, in the achievement level between
Negro and Non-Negro dropouts*
k* The indices of socio-economic status of the Negro and Non-
Negro dropouts*
5* The differences in soele-econoraic status for Negro and Non-
Negro dropouts*
6* The reasons for school withdrawal for Negro and Non-Negro
dropouts*
7* The differences in reasons for school withdrawal between
Negro and Non-Negro dropouts*
8* The implications for educational theory and practice as may
be derived from the interpretation of the data*
Scope of Limitation of the Studf
This study was limited to all of the dropouts who left school
during the 1967-68 school year*
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Definition of Terms
For sake of clarity and nnderstanding^ the following definitions
were proposed!
!• "Dropout,” refers to a student who leares school before
graduation for reasons other than the following! Illness,
death, transferring to another school area, or out of the
state and commitment to correctional institution.
2. "Intelligence," refers to the leyel of mental growth and
deTelepnent as measured the California Test of Mental
Maturity.^
3. "Achievement," refers to level of attained scholastic
l!. "Socio-economic status," refers to such related factors
as! education status, salary status, domiciliary status,
and sise of family of the parents of the subjects.^
5* "Reason for school withdrawal," refers to the expressed
cause of withdrawal given by parents, teachers, and
students.
Method of Research
The Descriptive-Surv^ Method of research, eit^>loylng the techniques
of the questionnaire, tests. Interview, and official records, was used
to gather the data for study. The Descriptive-Survey Method was used
because it seeks to answer the questions regarding the real facts con¬
cerning the existing conditions.
Lillis V. Clark and Ernest Tiegs. California Test of Mental
Maturity. (Monterey, California! California Test Bureau, 1^63,
Form 1^.;.
2
Ernest W. Tiegs and Willis ¥. Clark. California Achievement
Tests. (Monterey, California! California Test Bureau, 19^3, Fozia ¥•).
Walter S. Monroe, Encyclopedia of Educational Research, (New
York! Macmillan Company, 1$50), p. 91^.
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Locale of the Sttidy
This study vas conducted on high school dropouts who were with¬
drawn from two Fulton County Schools during the period 1967-68. The
two high schools, namelyi Falrbum High School and Campbell High
School are centrally located, two blocks apart In Falrbum, Georgia.
These schools are geograpahieally located in the southern section of
Fulton Comty and hare a total enrollment of 1319 students. The stu¬
dents enrolled at Falrbum High are Negroes and the students at Cam¬
bell High are predominantly Non-Negroes. Falrbum High and Campbell
High Schools were selected because of their similarities In enylron-
ment and curriculum.
Subject and Materials
The subjects and materials used in this study were as follows t
1. The subjects engaged in this study were former students
preriously enrolled in the two selected high schools of
Fulton County, Georgia, who have been dropped from the
school register during the period of 1967'^8 school year,
and the teachers in the selected schools.
2. The instruments used in collecting the necessary data
were}
(a) k two-fold questionnaire specifically designed to
collect data pertinent to the socio-economic back¬
ground and the attitudes toward school of the stu¬
dents who had dropped out of school and similar data
concerning their parents.
(b) Records of the Visiting Teachers of Fulton County,
Georgia.
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(e) Stats registers and eralviatlons of the teachers in the
two schools•
(d) Interviews, if possible, with the dropouts themselyes,
their teachers, and their parents.
(e) Besults on the Callfomla Test of Mental Maturity and
the California Achieyement Test. The California Test
of Mental Maturity measured the Maturity of Spatial
Relationship of Logical Reasoning, of Numerical
Reasoning, and Verbal concepts. The California Achleye-
ment Tests were designed to measure the extent of
student mastery in Reading Vocabulary, Reading Com¬
prehension, Arlthmetio Reasoning, Arithmetic Fun¬
damentals and Language skills.
Research Procedure
The procedural steps used in the conduct of this research verei
1. Related literature pertinent to this study was reyiewed,
summarised, and presented in the coa^leted thesis copy.
2. Permission to conduct the study was secured from the
proper school officials.
3. Two questionnaires I One on socio-economic background and
the other on the attitxides towards the school, were pre¬
pared, yalidated, and used to gather data on the reasons
for school withdrawals.
1^. A suryey on socio-economic factors was made to gather data
on family status of the subjects.
5. Test scores on Intelligence and achieyement were abstracted
from the official school records.
6. The data from tests, questionnaires and survey were assembled
in appropriate tables and/or graphs,
7. The statistical measures used werei mean; S. D.; S. E.j S.S.
of the differences between means; Fisher's "t"; and per cents
of data items.
8
8« The statements of findings, oonolnslons. Implications, and
recommendations were formulated and incorporated in the
finished thesis copy*
Collection of Data
During the latter part of the month of and the first part of
the month of June (1968) a dropout list was secured from Fairbum and
Campbell High Schools. These lists contained the students' names,
grades, and homeroom teacher's names. After receiving the information,
the writer commenced to confer with the teachers and other school per¬
sonnel regarding the dropouts. The next step was to examine the drop¬
out's official school records for pertinent data. These data were col¬
lected and dodified for the study.
The Negro and Non-Negro dropouts were contacted and interviewed
along with their parents during the month of June and July (1968).
These interviews were held during the week and the week-ends whenever,
the work-schedule of the parents permitted and the availability of the
working former students. The interviewers were extremely gratified
wlthtthe attitudes of the Interviewees. However, most of these homes
had been visited previously this year by the interviewers (visiting
teachers) and they were acquainted with the parents.
The next step following the interviews was to examine the elemen¬
tary school records of the dropouts on micro film at the Attendance
Department of Fulton County Public School i^stem. The I. Q.'s on the
California Test of Mental Maturity and the grade placements on the
California Achievement Tests results were abstracted from the records
and were utilized as one of the major sources of pertinent data as
dictated by the research purposes.
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With the ooapletlon of the preceding steps, the writer piroeeeded
to treat the raw data in the following statistical nannert (a)
assemblage of the data into frequency distribution} (b) eoiq}utation
of the primary statistics of central tendency and Yariability} (c)
the computation of the statistics of significant differences between
the means} and (d) the co^utation of Fischer's "t**.
Surrey of Related Literature
A surrey of the literature pertinent to this study was reriewed
by the writer. Cuzrent research geared toward the study of high school
dropouts are numerous. Merer before in American history hare as many
goremmental, community, social and educational agencies been so con**
oemed oror the problem of youth who leare school before graduation.
The dropout problem can best be understood in relationship to a
particular period in history. Many of the factors which are associated
with the dropout problem today were of little concern oren a few years
ago. The dropout is a problem today because of the fellewlng factorst
1. There are few places in our society for the dropout.
2. The dropout represents a major educational and social
failure.
3. Too great an experience of frustration and failure deprives
the student of the Incentire to succeed.
1}. The dropout may become a candidate for every program of
social welfare throughout his llfe.^
The characteristics of dropouts have been shown to be as eo^lex
and varied as the human organism itself. No single characteristic
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has been found which will identify all potential dropouts* Howeyer^
research has shown that there are waiying conbinations of a nuoiber of
identifiable eharaoteristies descriptiTs of factors related to the act
of dropping out of school* Generally^ these identifiable characteristics
indlude being over age for grade, behavior patterns, requiring discipli¬
nary measures, possessing a record of poor attendance, exhibiting low
levels of emotional and social maturity, and membership in families with
a history of low economic status, educational advancement, and Job
status*
A predominant developmental pattern in the history of the dropout
serves to indicate a pattern of deterioration with respect to achieve¬
ment (as invested school maz4cs) along with erratic attendance and
behavior as the potential dropout progresses through school* Further¬
more, the complexity of dropout characteristics for any group tends
to be related to the grade level at which the dropping out takes place*
Ohio State Department of Educationnpoints out thatt
Students who drop out during the ninth and tenth grades
possess a comblaatlon of the above mentioned charac¬
teristics which appear in greater nximber and degree than
is true of the eleventh- and twelfth-grade dropout* In
other words, it appears that pupils who possess a
larger number of these Identifiable characteristics tend
to drop out as soon as it is legally possible te do so,
while the decisions of eleventh and twelfth graders te
drop out appear to be based on a less complex combina¬
tion of factors* This points to the need for greater
action on the part of the school personnel at the
elementary and Junior high school levels to prevent the
Ipean L. Hummel and William H* Van Hoose* "The School Counselor-
Hls Role in the Total Program." Ohio School Boards Journal.
(July, 1962), p. 10*
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fonaatlon of pattsrns of behavior that lead to early
high school dropouts*^
There is no complete i^reement among educators vho hare studied
the factor of intelligence in the dropout problem* Several studies
reveal that the dropouts have lover mean intelligence scores than the
groi:^ of stTidents vho stay in school to graduate* Other studies dis¬
cuss achievement rather than I* Q* and indicate that the dropouts^ for
the most party vould be at the bottom of the class* Still other studies
point out that there is really not much difference betveen the graduate
and the dropout of this factor*
Perhaps the most important factor to remejri:>er vhen discussing
the I* Q* is that although some studies Indicate that there are dif¬
ferences betveen graduates and dropouts on this factory most educators
vould agree that the differences are not great enoxigh to be considered
2
the major factor responsible for the dropout*
Allen sums up the situation nicely vhen he notes that although
there nay be a difference in I* Q* betveen the dropouts and graduatesy
there are relatively fev students vho are so lov in intsUigence that
they cannot be profitably educated in our public schools*^
The "educational" disabilityy moreovery cannot be attributed
simply to limited endowment* CoBQjarisons of graduate and dropout
groups shov a full range of I* Q.'s for both groupsy indicating that
^Ohio State Oepaz^tment of Education* Pilot Study of Ohio School
Dropouts * 1961-62* (ColumbTiSy Ohiet Ohio Stats Depiurtmeni o^
Eduoatiouy Februaryy 1963)y p* 21*
^Ibid*y p* 27*
X
'^Charles M* Alleny Conibating the Dropout Problem, (Chicago t
Science Research Associatesy lnc*y 19^6)y p* 31*
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ther» ar« students vlth higher than arerage nental potential vho leave
before graduation* In most statistical studies somewhat more than half
of the dropouts have at least average intelligence* This half, without
question, has the mental capacitj to master a high school eurzloulum*
Factors other than Intelligence must certainly account for premature
school leavixig among such adolescents*^
A racial eonparative study of white and Negro pupils who dropped
out of 12 Junior and senior high schools located in Hartford, New Haven,
Bridgeport, and ¥aterbury, Connecticut during the school year
indicated that about 60^ of the Negro population of the state resides
in the four above mentioned cities*
The overall Negro dropout rate was about 60^ greater than that
of whites* During the year 1956>57 about ll|.^ of the Negro and 9%
of the white pupils dropped out of school* In both races, about
were bqys and were girls*
"Lack of interest," "financial" reasons, and "poor academic per¬
formance" were the principal over-all reasons cited hy dropouts for
leaving school* The principal exception appeared among Negro girls
who cited "pregnancy or manriage" as the principal reason la about
30^ of the eases*
White pupils tended to discuss their decisions to leave school
more frequently with their fathers than any other person* Negro
pupils were at a disadvantage in this respect because of the larger
incidence of broken homes* White pupils also tended to discuss their
^Solomon 0* Lichter* et al* The Dropouts* (New Yorkt The Free
Press Publishers,. 1966), p. 1*
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decisions vlth school personnel sore frequently than did the Negro
pupils*
The lerel of education acquired hy At least one parent was higher
among non«dropouts than dropouts* Parents of Negro dropouts tended to
be better educated than those of white dropouts* On the other hand,
among non-dropouts, white parents tended to be better educated than
Negro parents*
Bropouts tended to hare a lower rate partieipation in eztra-eurricular
aetlTlties than non-dropoutsj and whites tended to hare a lower rate
than Negroes*
Absenteeism was higher among dropouts than non-dropouts, and
higher among Negroes than whites*
Disoiplinary problems occurred more frequently among dropouts
than non-dropouts* Over-all differences, on the bahis of race, were
relatively slight*
As far as over-all adjustment was concerned, Negro and white pupils
received virtually identical ratings from school personnel*
Intelligence quotients, based principally on group iatelligence
tosts, were on the average lower for dropouts than non-dropouts, and
lower for Negroes than whites* However, the range of intelligence
quotients was quite similar for both racial groups* Althoxigh intelll-
gence tests are designed to measure the ability to learn, performance
on such tests is not necessarily a measure of native or inherited abil¬
ity, but instead is regarded as correlated with a variety of socio¬
economic factors which differentiate one racial group from another*
In regard to such background differences between whites and Negroes,
-we.found that Negro pupils who had lived in Connecticut more than ten
3Jk
years tended to have a hlgkier aTerage I* Q. than those who had resided
in the state less than ten years*
Cldldren of parents who had graduated from high school or college
had a higher average 1* Q* than those whose parents had only attended
grammar school* &weYer» this difference in level of education of the
parents seemed to he more closely related to the average 1* Q* of white
than Negro pupils*
^vlronmental factors such as family stability and long residence
in the state were associated with higher academic averages of Negro
respondents* Also, higher family income seemed to be more closely
related to higher academic average than to the average I* Q. of Negro
respondents*
The rate of participation in extra-curricular activities was
consistently greater for pi:qpils having higher academie averages—
both white and Negro*^
During the 1965«^ school term, 19,828 students dropped out of
Georgia schools* The average number has been approximately 20,000
per year for the past five years for a total of 100,000 dropouts*
The 1965 graduating classes in Georgia included 63 percent of the
students who had remained from ninth grade* Nationally, the 1965
graduating class contained 75*9 percent of the students who had
remained from ninth grade* Qeoz^a ranks 46th in the nation in pei>-
eentage of students who drop out* However, the state ranks 13th in
^Coj^aratiye Study of Negro and White Dropouts in SelectedConnecticut High Schools, State of Connecticut Commission on~l!ivil
Rights, 1959, p. 3-5*
1$
progress nade toward reducing the rate erer the past fire years*
The Georgia State Department of Education concluded in a study
that a profile of approximately 300 students showed the 1966 dropout
to be a male, Caucasian, ninth grader, l6 years of age* He has been
retained twice and most likely repeated the ninth grade* m.8 father
recelTed 6*7 years of education and his mother went to school 7«U
years* The parents are living together with the head of the household
being enqployed as a skilled worker* The average income of the family
is $3909 with U3 percent earning less than $3000*^
In Dllloa's study of the early school leavers, major reasons given
for leaving school prior to graduation were as fellows t
1* Not interested in school work
2* Needed spending money
3* Like to work
U*' Wanted money for clothes
5* Need to help at home
6* A dislike for certain subjects
7* Disliked a certain teacher
3* Friends had left
2
9* Reached the limit of eoinpulsoiy school age
According to McDaniel, if students drop out for reasons other than
transfer, economic necessity or family crisis, the school is failing
^Georgia»s Dropouti A Profile* Atlantat Georgia State Depart¬
ment of Edwation, 196^, p* 1»*
^Harold J* IM.llon, "Early School Leavers*" National Child
Labor Committee Phamplet, No* 1^01 (New lorki Moak Printing Co*.
151*9); p* 16*
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to sorre theoi* If ctudoats leayo the eohool in great nnmbers because
of lack of interest, greater appeal of other activities, discourage-
i&ent, failure la various academic requlroneats, it is necessary for
the school to evaluate critically the program it is offering*^
Hawes reported from his study on dropouts several factors that





$0 Poor relationship with teacher





10* 1. lack of home guidance
Snepp stated in his studies of high school dropouts that those who
design the program of studies of high school and guide the students
through various courses according to their abilities, needs, and in¬
terests have failed to reach a large segment of our high school popula¬
tion* Probably, we shall never be able to eliminate all dropouts from
> •
our high schools as now organised, since the scholastic aptitude and
iHenry B* ^Daniel, Quid^ce in the Modem School* (Hew lorkt
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1956), p* 3U7*
^Daniel W, Snepp, "Can We Salvage the Dropout," The Clearing
House, XXXX (September, 1^56), p* 36*
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working habits of maxij 9±aplj do not Keasnrs up to oTon the lowest
standards of aebioTeaeats* NeTertheless, it is the obligation of the
schools to the eoamnnity to attract the yonng people and to train them
in their respeetire ehosen eeeupational areas*^
1 8twd7 designed to test the h^npothesis that there are certain
measnreable differences between dropouts and non<^iroponts which can be
revealed bj examination of school records, was undertaken by Cook*
Ninety-fire dropouts were conqpared with 200 non-dropouts who were
identical in terms of percentage, ^ grade and sex distribution* The
tests used in this study were California Test of Mental Maturities, Bell
School Adjustment Inventory, SRA Youth Inventory, and Sims Social Class
Identification Occupational Bating Scale*
Some of the findings of this study werei the percentage of darop-
outs in the ninth grade was higher than the percentage of non-dropouts
in the swe grade; younger children are less likely to withdraw than
elder children, but children who are between ether siblings are more
likely to dropout* Another finding was that dropouts exhibit greater
educational retardation than non-dropouts* Cook concludes his study
with the obseirvation that there was no single factor or 8iiaq>le oonbiaa-
tion of factors which distinguished the djropout group from the non¬
dropout group* Dropping out of school results from a multiplicity of
2
factors*
Horace L* Bawes, "A Study of One Hundred and Ninety-Eight With¬
drawal Students ef Ballard-Hudson Senior High School, Macon, Georgia,
for the Year, l?5l~1952,* unpublished Master's thesis. School of Educa¬
tion, Atlanta Univezwity, Atlanta, Georgia, 19$k»
^Edward S* Cook, Jr*, "An Analysis of Factors Belated to Withdrawal
fwom High School Prior to Graduation," Journal of Educational Besearch*
(1956), pp. 191-196*
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Hbora desczlbes bis stxidj en dropouts lu this mannert Thera are
disoreponeies batweea reasoos for withdrairal found on sehool records
and those obtained from the testiaonsr of dropouts. He studied Negroes
who had dropped out of sehool prior to graduation. Moore found that
where the sehool records indicated onlj fire students, (1.6 percent)
dropped out because of pregnancy, the interriews with the dropouts
rerealed that sixty-seTen (20.9 percent) had left school because of
pregnancy.^
Hollinshead, in a sociological study of a eonmunity that he called
"Elmtown," found that "out of sehool adolscents" are products of the
iapaet of the social systea. kt the conclusion of his chapter on sehool
withdrawal, he notes that the policies of the Board of Education are
influenced by class Interests. HoUingshead belisTSS that the influence
of social class is mirrored in Board policies as they pertain to the
administration of the sehool attendance law, the awareness of the wishes
of the upper class, and methods of discipline for children from the
lower class. These actions, he notes, are reflected in the large aum»
ber of withdrawals among children in the lower soele<-eceneraie classes
Thonas conducted a study in one high school in an attempt to find
factors related to students' learing school before graduation. He
found that the factor most related to whether or not the student
%arlett C. Moore, "Factors Betermining Elimination in the Negro
Secondary School," National Association of Secondary School Principals
Bulletin. Washington, 0. C.j Nation^ Association of Secondary School
t^inoipals, NEi, p. 19*
2
August B. HoUingshead, Elmtown's Youth. (New York: Prentice-
Hall, Inc., 1953), P. k20.
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finished high school was participation in school actlTities*^
Hai^ studies hare shown that a najority of the dropouts come from
homes which can be eliasified as low soclo-«eonomle« This typically
means that the parents in these homes hare little education themselyes
and are employed in semi-skilled or unskilled Jobs.
It is not unusual to find that dropouts come from homes where the
parents are separated or where family intexpersonal relationships are
weak* In these situations, it is found that the home fails to provide
the love^ affection^ understanding, and the emotional security which is
necessary for the normal development of young people* When this occurs,
it is more ia^rtant for a youngster to find affective security than to
be able to master the essentials of reading , writing, and arithmetic*
Saxton called attention to a need for residential stability* She
said, high turn-over rates are a plague on schools and on the teachers,
but even more important they are a plague on the students themselves*
To be successful in school, students would seem to need some consider¬
able degree of residential stability* Seldom is the residence require¬
ment met by the lower income child* In some of the lowest Income areas
of the city, these turn-over rates reach staggering proportions*^
^Robert Jay Thomas, "An Ei^irieal Study of High School Dropouts
la Regard to Ten Possibly Related Factors," The Journal of Educa¬
tional Sociology, IXVIII (195U), pp. 11-18*
Ifedd*, p* 27*
3
Patricia Cayo Saxton, "Social Glass and Pupil Turn-Over Rates,"
Journal of Educational Sociology, Payne Educational Sociology Founda-
tion, Maryland, (May, I960), p7l31#
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la conelusloDf we bare attempted to ex&ap21tj a fev examples of
the many studies vhlch have been conducted of students who leave school
prior to graduation from high school* This brief review may serve to
give additional insight to dropouts* However, it is without doubt that
the earlier and the more recent studies confirm the contention that
secondary education in the Ihiited States is precisely a selective affair,
in spite of democratic ideals of equality of educational opportunity*
The writer firmly believes that until high school graduation be¬
comes compulsory with new approaches to better curricula provisions for
potential dropouts, our society will continue to be seriously confronted
with the problem of dropouts*
Summary of the Related literature
The related literature pertinent to the problem of this study is
summarized in the following mannert
1* The characteristics of dropouts have been described as complex
and varied as the human oz^anism itself*
2* There is no complete agre^ent among educators who have studied
the factors of intelligence in the dropout problem*
3* The Connecticut study on dropouts showed that the overall Negro
dropout rate was about 60 per cent greater than the whites*
1(* The study also conducted by the State of Connecticut Commission
on Civil Rights indicated that eblldren of parents who were
graduated from high school or college had a higher average
I* Q* than those parents who had only attended grammar school*
5* The 1965 graduating classes in Georgia included 63 per cent of
the students who had remained from ninth grade*
6* Thh profile of approximately 300 students in Georgia showed
the 1966 dropout to be a male, Caucasian, ninth grader, l6
years of age*
7* Billon's study revealed that the primary reasons for students
leaving school prior to graduation arez




Wanted money for clothes
Needed to help at home
i. dislike for eertain subjects
Disliked a eertain teacher
Friends had left
Reached the limit of compulsory school age
8* If students leave school in vasr numbers because of lack
of interest^ greater appeal of other actiTities and failure
in academic requirements, then the institution needs to
evaluate its curriculum*
9» Haves' study exemplified several factors vhieh contributed
to dropouts* These factors are given belevt
Work
Tired of school





A lack of home guidance
10* Dropouts exhibit greater educational retardation than non-
dropouts*
11* Discrepancies have occurred regarding reasons for withdrawal
on school records and those obtained from the testimony of
dropouts*
12* Dropouts are usually products from homes vhieh can be
classified as of low socio-economic status*
13* Parents of Negro dropouts tended to bo better edticated
than those of white dropouts*
Hi* Dropouts appoared to have a lover rate participation in
extra-curricular activities than non-dropouts, and whites
tended to have a lower rate than Negroes*
Factors other than intelligence must certainly account
for premature school leaving among such adolescents*
16* In spite of the difference in I* Q* between the dropouts
and the graduates there are relatively few students whose
intelligence is so low that it is impossible for them to
receive seme learning in our public schools*
The survey and interpretation of literature aided the writer in
the presentations and interpretation of specific data reported in the
Chapter II*
CHAFTEE II
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
Prefatory Statement
The data analyzed and Interpreted in this chapter vere obtained
from four major soureest (a) the data concerned with the responses
of the withdrawal students to the questlonnaire-itensi (b) the data
eencemed with the responses of the parents to the questionnaire-items}
(e) the data secured from the interviews} and (d) the data obtained
from the official records in the Attendance Department of the Fulton
County Public School System which supplemented and substantiated the
other data*
This study of the charaeteristies and experiences of students who
were withdrawn from the state registers is based on data derlred from
thirty-one Negro and fifty Non-Negro dropouts during the 1967-68 school
year*
The two groups were divided according to sex and the data revealed
that 8 or 25*81 per cent were Negro females and 23 or 7U*19 per cent
were male Negro dropouts* The data further showed that 21 or U2*00
per cent were Non-Negro females and 29 or 58*60 per cent were male
Non-Negro dropouts*
The schools InvolTod were, namelyt Fairbum and Can^bell High
Schools of Fulton County, Georgia* These schools had a total enroll¬
ment of 1319 students during this particular year*
22
23
The student bod^r et Feirburn High School is eeaqposed of Hegre
studentsy with 85*00 per cent of them being transported froa surround¬
ing towns within the eounty. According to the attendance report at
the beginning of the 1967-68 school year, Fairbum High School had a
total enrolljssnt of 329 students. This report reflected a decrease
la students fron the prerious years. A surrey concluded that the
decrease la earellnent was based primarily on three factors} (1) an
increase in dropouts during the stumer, (2) no longer residence of the
eoBuunity, and (3) the choice of transferring to another school within
the geographical location*
The students enrolled at Campbell High School are predominantly
Non-Negro. Approximately 91*00 per cent of them are transported to
school from the immediate towns within the county* The enroUmeat
at Caiqpbell High School during the beginning of the 1967-68 school
year was 990 students* This enroUmeat denotes an increase in stu¬
dents compared to proTieus years.
Residence Location of Dropouts
Table 1, page 2U, presents the data on the residence location of
the thirty-one Negro dropouts and fifty Non-Negro dropouts of the Fair-
bum High School and CaspbeU High School, respectlToly.
Negro Dropouts
None of the thirty-one Negro dropouts resided in Atlanta} 3.33
per cent resided in College Park} 19 or 53*28 per cent resided in Falr-
bumj 6 or 19*98 per cent resided la Palmetto} none of the thirty-one






DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESIDENCE LOCATION OF THE THIRTI-ONE NEGRO AND FIFTY NON-NEGRO
DROPOUTS OF THE FAIRBUBN AND CAMPBELL HIGH SCHOOLS,








Atlanta 0 0.00 1 2.00 1 1.23
Collega Park 1 3,33 9 18.00 10 12,3k
Fairbum 19 53.28 21 U2.00 Uo U9.39
Palaetto 6 19.98 10 20.00 16 19.76
Stonsvall 0 0.00 2 U.oo 2 2.U7




31 38.27 50 61.73 81 100.00
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Non-Negro Drepouta
Table page further ehova that 1 of 2*00 per cent of the
flftj Non-Negro drepouta resided in Atlanta} 9 or 18.00 per cent
resided in College Park; 21 or 42*00 per cent resided in Fairbum}
10 or 20*00 per cent resided in Palnettei and 2 or 4*00 per cent
resided in Union City, Georgia*
Thirty-one or 38*27 per cent and 50 or 61*73 pox* cent of the drop¬
outs vere reported from the Fairbutn High School and Campbell High
School, respectiToly*
Grade-placement Indices of the Dropouts at the
Time of Withdrawal
The data on the grade-placement of the dropouts at the time of
withdrawal ef the thirty-one Negro dropouts and fifty Non-Negro drop¬
outs of the Fairbum and Cai^bell High Schools, respeetirely, of the
Fulton County, Georgia, Schools, are presented in Table 2, page 26*
Negro Dropouts
The grade-placement of the dropouts at the time of withdrawal ef
the thirty-one Negro dropouts ranged frcai a low of 7*5« to a high of
12*5} with a mean of 9*4@, a median ef 9*6l, a standard deviation of
1*35 and a standard error of the mean ef *25* Farther, Table 2 shows
that 11 or 35*48 per cent of the Negro subjects scored above the mean,
15 or 48*35 per cent scored below the mean, and 5 or 16*13 per cent
scored within the mean class-interval*
Non-Negro Dropouts
The grade-placement of the dropouts at the time of withdrawal ef
the fifty Non-Negro dropouts ranged from a low of 7*5, to a high of
12*5} vith a mean of 5*61, a median ef 8*55> a standard deviation of
26
TABLE 2
DISTRIBUTION OF THE CffiADE-PUCEMENT OF THE THIRTT-ONE NEGRO AND FIFTI
NON-NEGRO DROPOUTS' GRADES AT THE TIME OF VITHDRAUAL FROM
THE FAIRBURN AND CAMPBELL HIGH SCHOOLS, RESPECTIFELT, OF
THE FULTON COUNTI, GEOBGU, SCHOOLS, 1967-1968
Grade Negre Dropouts Non-Negro Dropouts
Placement Number Per Cent Number Per Cent
12.0 - 12.9 1 3.23 3 6.00
11.0 - 11.9 3 9.68 6 12.00
10.0 - 10.9 7 22.58 10 20.00
9*0 - 9*9 5 16.13 12 2U.00
GO *O 1 eo * >o u 35.U8 15 30.00
7.0 - 7*9 h 12.90 U 8.00






S. £. m •25 .19
1«33 and a atandard error of the mean of •19* Further, Table 2 chows
that 19 or 38*00 per eeat of the Non-Negre subjects scored aboye the
mean, 19 or 38*00 per cent scored below the mean, and 12 or 12.00
per cent scored within the mean elass-interyal.
Total Group of Dropouts
The significant difference between the grade-placement of the
dropouts at the time of withdrawal of the thirty-one Negro and fifty
27
TABLE 3
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES ON GRADE-PLACEMENT INDICES BETWEEN THE
THIRTY-ONE NEGRO AND FIFTY NON-NEGRO DROPUOTS OF THE FAIRBORN
AND CAMPBELL HIGH SCHOOLS, RESPECTIVELY, OF THE FULTON




V«2 S* £* »t«
Negro 31 9.1*0 1.39 .25
and .21 .31 .68
Non-Negro 50 9.61 1.33 .19
Non-Negro dropouts, respeetirely, is presented In Table 3* P&go 27*
The "t* Ratio of Comparatlre Data
The nean for the Negro group was 9«kO, for the Non-Negro group
lias 9*61 with a difference of *21 in fayer of the Non-Negro group*
The standard deviation for the Negro group was 1*39, for the Non-
Negro it was 1*33 > with a difference ef *06 in favor of the Non-Negro
grovp. The standard error of the difference between the weans was
•31* This "t" ef .68 was not significant because it was less than
2*58 at the one per cent level ef confidence at 79 degrees of freedom.
Therefore, the difference between the Negro and Non-Negro dropouts
on the variable of grade-placement was not statistically significant*
Chronological Ages of Dropouts
The data on the chronological ages ef the thirty-one Negro drop¬
outs and the fifty Non-Negro dropouts of the Fairburn and Canqpbell High
Schools, respectively, of the Fulton County, Georgia, Schools, are
presented in Table k, page 23*
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TABLE k
DISTRIBUTION OF THE CHRONOLOGICAL AGES (IN ICNTHS) OF THE THIRTY-ONE
NEGRO AND FIFTY NON-NEGRO DROPOUTS OF THE FAIRBURN AND
CAMPBELL HIGH SCHOOLS, RESPECTIVELY, OF THE FULTON
COUNTY, GEORGIA, SCHOOLS, 1?67-1968
Age in Negro Dropouts Non-Negro Dropouts
HoHths Nnmber Per Cent Number Per Cent
230 - 23k 0 0.00 2 k.oo
225 - 229 2 6,k5 0 0.00
220 - 22U 2 6.16 1 2.00
215 - 219 2 6Ji$ 3 6.00
210 - 21k 5 16.12 k 8.00
205 - 209 5 16.12 k 8.00
200 - 20k 6 19.36 6 12.00
195 - 199 6 19.36 9 18.00
190 - 19k 1 3.23 9 18.00
185 - 189 0 0.00 5 10.00
180 - 18k 1 3.23 5 10.00
175 - 179 1 3.23 2 k.oo





S« E» a 2.0 1.83
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Hegro Droporntg
The chronological agee of the thl3rt7-ene Negro dropouts ranged
from a lew of 175, to a high of 226; with a aean of 209*00, a nedlan
of 203*ii5» a standard deviation of 10*90 and a standard error of the
mean of 2.0* Farther, Table k, page 28, shows that 11 or 35*^8 per
cent of the Negro subjects scored above the mean, 15 or 1(8*39 per
cent scored below the mean, and 5 or 16*12 per cent scored within
the mean class-interval*
Non-Negre Dropouts
The chronological ages of the fifty Non-Negro dropouts ranged
from a low of 177, to a high of 233} with a mean of 193*50, a
median of 196*15, a standard deviation of 12*85 and a standard error
of the mean of 1*83* Farther, Table i( shows that 20 or 1(0*00 per cent
of the Non-Negre subjects scored above the mean, 21 or 1(2*00 per cent
scored below the mean, and 9 or 13*00 per cent scored within the
aean class-interval*
Total Group Bropouts
The significant difference between the chronological ages of the
thirty-one Negro and fifty Non-Negre dropouts, respectively,.is pre¬
sented in Table 5, page 30*
The *t" Ratio of Gonparative Bata
The aean for the Negro was 209*00, for the Non-Negro group was
198*50 with a difference of 10*50 in favor of the Non-Negro group*
The standard deviation for the Negro grovip was 10*90, for the Non-
Negro it was 12*85, with a difference of 1*95 is favor of the Non-
Negro grei!q>* The standard error of the difference between the
means was 2*7* This "t” ef 3*8 was very significant because it was
30
TABLE 5
SIGNIFICANT DIFFEBENCES ON CHRONOLOGICAL AGES BETWEEN THE THIRTY>ONE
NEGRO AND FIFTY NON-NEGRO DROPOUTS OF THE FAIRBURN AND CAMPBELL
HIGH SCHOOLS, RESPECTIVELY, OF THE FULTON COUNTY,
GEOHGU, SCHOOLS, 1967-1968
Groiq;>
Number Mean Sigma S* £* M. - M>,
Mean ^
3* £• wt"
Negro 31 209*00 10*90 2*0
and 10*5 2*7 3.8
Non-Negro 50 198*50 12*85 1.83
greater than at the one per cent level ef eonfldeaoe of 79
degrees ef freedom* Therefore, the difference between the Negro and
Non-Negro dropouts on the Tazd.ahle ef ehronologieal ages was rexj
statlstloally signifieant*
Intelllgenoe Quotient ef Dropouts
The data on the intelllgenoe quotients ef the thirty-one Negro
dropouts and fifty Non-Negro dropouts of the Fairbum and Cas^boU
High sehools, respeetively, ef the Fulton County, Georgia, Schools,
are presented in Table 6, page 31*
Negro Dropouts
The intelllgenoe quotients of the thirty-one Negro dropouts
ranged from a low of 62, to a high of 99} with a mean of 76*20,
a median ef 75*75, a standard deviation of 11*05 and a standard error
of the mean ef 2*02* Further, Table 6 shows that 8 or 25*60 per cent
of the Negro subjects scored above the mean, 13 or Ul*9li per cent scored




DISTRIBOTION OF THE IHTELLIGEMCE QUOTIENTS OF THE THIBTT-ONE NEGRO
ANO FIFTY NON-NEGRO OROPOUTS OF THE FAIRBURN AND CAMPBELL








UO - lll» 0 0.00 3 6,00
105 - 109 0 0^00 2 U.oo
100 - 10k 0 0.00 k 8.00
95 - 99 1 3.23 6 6.00
90 - 9k 3 9.68 5 10.00
85 - 89 1 3.23 6 12.00
80 - 8U , 3 9.68 9 18.00
75 - 79 10 32.26 3 6.00
o t -4 3 9.68 2 4.00
65 - 69 6 19.36 2 4.00
60 - 6k k 12.90 5 10,00
55 - 59 Q 0.00 2 4.00
50 - $k 0 0,00 1 2.00





S» E, a 2.02 2.21
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Non»Negro Dropouts
Tba ImtelUgenc* quotient of the fifty Non-Negro dropouts ranged
from a low of $2, to a high of llU| with a nean of 6U.90, a sedlan
of 8^*3^, a standard deviation of l5«U5 oad a standard error of the
mean of 2•21* Further^ Table 6 shows that 26 or 52*00 per cent of
the Non-Negro subjects scored above the mean, lU or 28*00 per cent
scored below the mean, and 10 or 20*00 per cent scored within the
mean class-interval*
Total Grotip of Dropouts
The significant difference between the intelligence quotient of
the thirty-one Negro and fifty Non-Negro dropouts, respectively, is
presented in Table 7, page 33*
The Ratio of CoBq>arative Bata
The mean for the Negro was 76*20, for the Non-Negro group was
8U*90 with a difference of 8*70 in favor of the Non-Negro group*
The standard deviation for the Negro grovp was 11*05, for the Non-
Negro it was 15*U5> with a difference of li*U0 in favor of the Non-
Negro groiq)* The standard error of the difference between the
means was 8*7* This *t'' of 2*90 warn very significant because it was
greater than 2*53 at the one per cent level of confidence at 79
degrees of freedom. Therefore, the difference between the Negro and
Non-Negro dropouts on the vazlable of intelligence quotients was
very statistically significant*
Grade-Placement Indices of Ihropouts
The data on the grade-placement of the thirty-one Negro dropouts
and fifty Non-Negro dropouts of the Falrbum aiad Can^bell High Schools,
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TABLE 7
SiaNIFICANT DIFFERENCES ON INTELLiaENCE QUOTIENTS BETWEEN THE
THIRTX-ONE NEGRO AND FIFTY NON-NEGRO DROPOUTS OF THE
FAIRBURN AND CAMPBELL HIGH SCHOOLS, RESPECTIVELY,
OF THE FULTON COUNTY, GEORGU, SCHOOLS,
1967-1968
Group
Number Mean Sigma S. £.
Mean
S. E. "t*
Negro 31 76.20 11.05 2.02
and 8.7 3.0 2.90
Non-Negro 50 8U.90 I5.k5 2.21
are presented in Table 8, page 3U*
Negro Dropoats
The grade-plaeeaeat of the thirty-oae Negro dropouts ranged from
a low of 2*7> to a high of 8«2| with a mean ot 5*l5« a median of k»2$,
a standard deriation of l«6d and a standard error of the mean of •31*
Further, Table 8 shows that 11 or 5U*82 per cent of the Negro subjects
scored abore the mean, 3 or 9*68 per cent scored below the mean, and
17 or per cent scored within the mean class-interral,
Non-Negro Dropouts
The grade-placement of the fifty Non-Negro dropouts ranged from
a low of k»7, to a hJ^h of 9*2j with a mean of 6.78, a median of 6.62,
a standaard deviation of 1*22 and a standard error of the mean of •17«
Further, Table 8 shows that 2 or U2«00 per cent of the Non-Negro sub¬
jects scored above the mean, 23 or U6*00 per cent scored below the
mean, and 6 or 12*00 per cent scored within the mean class-interval*
Total Group of Dropouts
The significant difference between the grade placement of the
3U
TABLE 8
DISTRIBUTIOH OF THE GRADE-PLACEMEHT OF THE THIRTY-ONE NEGRO AND FIFTY
NON-NEGRO DROPOIfTS OF THE FAIRBORN AND CAMPBELL HIGH SCHOOLS,
RESPECTIVELY, OF THE FULTON COUNTY, GEORGIA SCHOOLS,
1967-1968




9.0 - 9.1l 0 0.00 2 1».00
8.5 - 8.9 0 0.00 3 6*00
8.0 - 8.H 3 9.68 5 10.00
.VA 1 . 1 3.23 8 16.00
7.0 - 7.M 2 6.i^5 3 6 *00
6.5 - 6.9 1 3.23 6 12.00
6.0 — 6.^i 9.68 6 12.00
5.5 - 5.9 1 3.23 12 2k.00
5.0 - 3 9.68 2 k*QO
lt.5 - U.9 6 19.36 3 6.00
4.0 - k.li 3 9.68 0 0.00
3.5 - 3.9 3 9.68 0 0.00
3.0 - 3.U 2 6.U5 0 0.00
2.5 - 2.9 3 9.68 0 0.00





S. S. m .31 .17
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tblrt7H!>n« Negro and fifty Non-Negro dropouts, respeetlToly, is pre¬
sented in Table 9f P&ge 36*
The *t* Ratio of Comparatire Data
The nean for the Negro was for the Non-Negro group was 6*76
vith a difference of 1.6l in faTor of the Non-Negro group* The standard
deriation for the Negro group was 1*68, for the Non-Hegre, it was 1.22,
vith a difference of in fayor of the Non-Negro group* The standard
error of the difference between the means was 3^* This "t" of ii*^
vas yery significant beeause it vas greater than 2*58 at the one per
cent leyel of eonfidence at 79 degrees of freedom* Therefore, the
difference between the Negro and Non-Negro dropouts on the yariable
of grade-placement indices was very statistically significant*
Negro and Non-Negro Dropouts' Reasons
For Leaying School
Reasons for thirty-one Negro and fifty Non-Negro dropouts are
shown in Table 10, page 37* The data reyealed that 10 or 33*30 par
cent left school because of going to work, none for marriages, 8 or
26*6k per cent for parenthood, no Negro dropouts were withdrawn of
inability to learn successfully, 1 or 3*33 per cent for the armed
forces* I<lkewlse, the data showed that 1 or 3*33 per cent for
illness, and 11 or 36*63 per cent beeause of indifference* There
were no cases that did not giye reasons*
Further, the data showed that lit. or 28*00 per cent of the Non-
Negro dropouts left school to go to work, 6 or 12*00 per cent for
marriage, 1 or 2*00 per cent for parenthood, 5 oz* 10*00 per cent
beeause of inability to learn successfully, 2 or U*00 per cent for
the armed forces* Likewise, the data shoved that no Non-Negro
36
TABLE 9
SIQNIFICAMT DIFFERENCES ON GRADE-PUCEHENT INDICES BETWEEN THE THIRTX-
ONE NEGRO AND FIFTI NON-NEGRO DROPODTS OF THE FAIRBDRN AND
CAMPBELL HIGH SCHOOLS, RESPECTIVELr, BF THE FULTON
COUNT!, GEORGU, SCHOOLS, 1967-1968
Group




Negro 31 5*15 1.68 *31
and 1.61 *36 k»k
Non-Negro 50 6.76 1.22 *17
dropouts for iUaoss, and 18 or 36*00 per cent because of Indifference*
There were J| or 8*00 per cent that indicated other as their reason*
Negro and Non-Negro Dropouts' Hone Status
Table 11, page 38, proTides for greater insight into the home
enTironment hj shoifing that 18 or 59*9U par cent of Negro dropouts
cans from homes vhlch indicated that they lired with father and
mother, 8 or 26•6k per cent shoved that they lived vlth father of
mother, and 5 or 16*6^ per cent shoved that the ^egro dropouts lived
with other relatives or foster parents*
The table further revealed that 35 or 70*00 per cent of the Non-
Negro dropouts lived vith father and mother, 9 or 18.00 per cent
lived vith father or mother, and 6 or 12*00 per cent lived vlth other
relatives or foster parents*
Distribution of the Number of Days Absent
During the Current Tear
The data on the absenteeism of the thirty-one Negro dropouts
and the fifty Non-Negro dropouts of the Falrburn and Campbell High
TABLE 10
DISTRIBUTION OF THE REASONS FOR LEAVING SCHOOL OF THE THIRTI-ONE NEORO AND NON-NEQRO
mOPOUTS OF THE FAIRBURN AND CAMPBELL HIGH SCHOOLS^ RESPECTIVELI,







Going to vork 10 33.30 28.00 2k 29.6U
Marriage 0 0.00 6 12.00 6 7.U1
Parenthood 8 26.8U 1 2.00 9 11.11
Inabilitj to leara
sueeessfolly 0 0.00 5 10.00 5 6.17
Amed Forces 1 3.33 2 li.OO 3 3.70
Illness 1 3.33 0 0.00 1 1.23
Indifference
(lack of interest) 11 36.63 18 36.00 29 35.80
Other 0 0.00 U 8.00 k li.9U
Total Per Cent
of 31 38.27 50 61.73 81 100.00
Grand Total
TABLE U
DISTRIBUTION OF THE HOME STATUS OF THE THIRTI-GNE NEGRO AND FIFTX NON-NEGRO DROPOUTS
OF THE FAIRBURN AND CAMPBELL HIGH SCHOOLS, RESPECTIVELI, OF THE FULTON





Number Per Cent Number
Total
Per Gent
LlTlng vlth father and mother 18 59.9lt 3$ 70.00 53 65.U3
LlrLng with father or mother
parents separated, dlrorced
or one deceased 8 26 *611. 9 18.00 17 20.99
Living with ether relatires
or foster parents 5 16.65 6 12.00 11 13.58
Total 31 38.27 50 61.73 81 100.00
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Schools^ respeetlYelyy of the Folten Coontj, Georgia, Schools, are
presented la Table 12, page U0«
Negro Broponts
The absenteeisa of the thlrtj-^ne Negro dropouts ranged from a
low of Uj to a high of 62; with a mean of 32.80, a median of 28.25»
a standard deviation of 16.90 and a standard error of the mean of
3.08. Further, Table 12 shows that 11 or 35•US pax* cent of the
Negro subjects scored above the mean, 16 or ^1.60 per cent scored
below the mean, and k or 12.00 per cent scored within the mean class*
interval.
Non-Negro Dropouts
The absenteeism of the fifty Non-Negro dropouts ranged from a
low of $f to a high of 127; with a mean of 28.50, a median of 28.50,
i- • .
a standard deviation of 20.1 and a standard error of the mean of
2.87. Further, Table 12 shows that 2U or U8.00 per cent of the Non-
Negro subjects scored above the mean, 16 or 32.00 per cent scored
below the mean, and 1© or 20.00 per cent scored within the mean class-
interval.
Total Group of Dropouts
The significant differences between the number of days absent
for the thirty-one Negro and fifty Non-Negro dropouts, respectively,
is presented in Table 13« ps^go Ul*
The *t* Ratio of Compatrative Bata
The mean for the Negro was 32.00, for the Non-Negro group was
28.50 with a difference of U.30 in favor of the Non-Negro group. The
standard deviation for the Negro group was 16.90, for the Non-Negro
it was 20.00, with a difference of 3*10 in favor of the Non-Negro grovq>.
TABLE 12
DISTEIBUTIOH OF THE ABSEIJTEEISM OF THE THIRTT-ONE HEGRO AND FIFTY NON-NEGRO DROPOUTS
OF THE FAIRBUHN AND CAMPBELL HIGH SCHOOLS, RESFECTITELT, OF THE
FULTON COUNTY, GEORGU, SCHOOLS, 1967-1968
Days Negro Dropouts Non-Negro Dropouts
Absent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent
120 - 129 0 0.00 1 2.00
110 - 119 0 0.00 0 0.00
100 - 109 0 0.00 1 2.00
90 - 99 0 0.00 0 0.00
80 - 89 0 0.00 2 k.oo
70 - 79 0 0.00 1 2.00
60 - 69 2 6.k$ 0 0.00
^ - $9 3 9.68 6 12.00
Uo • k9 6 19.35 2 U.00
30 - 39 k 12.90 11 22.00
20 - 29 5 16.13 10 20.00
10 « 19 9 29.03 7 lU.00
0 - 9 2 6.U5 9 18.00





S* E» m 3.08 2.87
TABLE 13
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES ON ABSENTEEISM BETWEEN THE THIRTI-ONE
NEGRO AND FIFTI NON-NEGRO DROPOUTS OF THE FAIRBURN AND
CAMPBELL HIGH SCHOOLS, RESPECTIVELT, OF THE FULTON
COUNTI, GEORGIA, SCHOOLS, 1967-1968
Group




Negro 31 32*80 16.90 3*08.
and U.3 k.2 1.1
Non-Negro 50 28*50 20,10 2.87
The. standajrd error of the difference between the means was This
"t* of 1*1 was not significant because it was less than 2*^8 at the
one per cent lewel of eonfidenee at 79 degrees of freedom. Therefore,
the difference between the Negro and Non-Negro dropouts on the warl-
able of days absent was not statistically significant*
Negro and Non-Negro Dropouts' Participation in
Extra-Ciirrieular Aetiwities
Figure 1, page shows data on the Negro and Non-Negro dropouts
participation in extra-curricular actiwities* The data revealed that
19 or 61*00 per cent of the Negro subjects did not participate in any
extra-curricular activities, and 2 or 39,00 per cent did participate
in extra-curricular activities*
This figure further reveals that k7 er 9U*00 per cent of the Non-
Negro dropout did not take part in any extra-curricular activities,
and 3 or 6,00 per cent did participate in extra-curricular activities*
FIQTJRE 1
DISTRIBUTION OF THE EA.RTICIPATION IM EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES AS
INDICATED FOR THE THIRTI-ONE NEGRO AND FIFTY NON-NEGRO DROPOUTS
OF THE FAIRBURN AND CAMPBELL HIGH SCHOOLS, RESPECTIVELY, OF






DISTRIBUTION OF THE TIPES OP PERSONNEL WITH WHOM THEI DISCUSSED
LEAVINO SCHOOL AS INDICATED BI THE THIRTI-ONE NEGRO AND
FIFTY NON-NEGRO DROPOUTS OF THE FAIRBURN AND
CAMPBELL HIGH SCHOOLS, RESPECTIVELY, OP THE






Number Per Cent Number
Total
Per Gent
Teachers Hi 33.32 19 28*88 33 30*55
Counselor 3 7.H* 9 13.68 12 11*03
Visiting
Teacher 16 38*08 21 31.92 37 3l*.25
Principal 8 19.01* 10 15*20 18 16*68
None 1 2*38 7 10.51* 8 7.1*1
Total Per Cent
of
Grand Total 1*2 38*81 66 61*11 108 99.92
School Personnel With Whom Dropouts Discussed
The Problem of Leaving School
Table lU, page ii3, shows the responses of Negro and Non-Negro
dropouts in reference to school personnel with whom they discussed
their leaving school* The data on Negro dropouts revealed that ll*
or 33*32 per cent discussed the issue with their teachers, 3 or 7*lii
per cent talked with the counselor, 16 or 3d*08 per cent talked with
the visiting teacher, 8 or 19*01* per cent talked with the principal,
and 1 or 2*38 per cent did not discuss the desire to leave school
with anjr of the school personnel*
Table lU further shows that for Non-Negro dropouts, 19 or 28*88
per cent talked with their teachers, 9 or 13*68 per cent talked with
TABLE 15
DISTRIBUTION OF THE OCCUPATION OF THE PARENTS OF THE THIRTI-ONE
NEGRO AND FIFTY NON-NEGRO DROPOUTS OF THE FAIRBURN AND
CAMPBELL HIGH SCHOOLS, RESPECTIVELY, OF THE FULTON
COUNTY, GEORGIA SCHOOLS, 1967-1968
Oocxgpation Negro Parents Non-Negro Parents Total
Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Ntimber Per Cent
Professional 0 0*00 1 2*00 1 1*23
Sesii-
Frofessional 1 3.33 f 18*00 10 12*35
Skilled Labor 6 19*98 If 38*00 25 30*17
Unskilled Labor If 63*27 13 26*00 32 39*50
Unes^loyed h 13*32 5 10.00 9 11*11




31 38*27 50 61*73 81 100*00
the connselor, 21 or 31*92 per eent talked with the visiting teacher,
10 or 15*20 per eent talked vith the principal, and 7 or 10*5ii per
cent did not discuss the issue with ai^ of the school personnel*
Negro and Non-Negro Dropouts' Parents' Occupations
Table 15, page Itli, shows the occupations of Negro and Non-Negro
parents of dropouts* The data revealed that no or 0*0 per eent was
professional, 1 or 3*33 per eeni, seni-professional, 6 or 19*93 per
eent skilled laborers. If or 63*21 per cent were unskilled laborers,
or 13*32 per eent were unei^lojed, and 1 or 3*33 per eent Infor-
nation not available*
Table 15 further shows that 1 or 2*00 per eent professional, 9
or 18*00 per eent semi-professional. If or 38*00 per eent were skilled
TABLE 16
DISTRIBUTIOH OF THE NUMBEE OF SIBLINGS IN THE HOMES OF THE THIRTI-ONE NEGRO AND FIFTI
NON-NEGRO DR0P0DT3 OF THE FAIRBORN AND CAMPBELL HIGH SCHOOLS, RESPECTI7ELT,
OF THE FULTON COUNT!, GEORGIA, SCHOOLS, 1967-1968
SlbUags
Negro Dropouts
Number . Per Cent
Non-Negro Dropouts
Number Per Cent Number
Total
Per Cent
Threo or aore 22 73.26 20 UO.OO k2 51.85
One or two 7 23.31 2$ 50.00 32 39.51
None 2 6.66 $ 10.00 7 8.6U
Per Cent




DISTRIBUTION OP THE HOME OWNER BT PARENTS OF THE THIRTT-ONE NEGRO AND
FIFTI NON-NEGRO DROPOUTS OF THE FAIRBURN AND CAMPBELL HIGH
SCHOOLS, RESPECTIVELT, OF THE FULTON COUNTY,
GEORGIA, SCHOOLS, 1967-1968
Negro Non-Negro
laborers, 13 or 26.00 per cent were imskllled laborers, 5 or 10.00
per cent were sne^plojed, and 3 or 6.00 per cent job status vere aot
available.
The Number of Slbllugs la the Families
of Negro and Noa>Negro Dropouts
la Table 16, page k$» ere presented the data on the number of
brothers and sisters ia the homes of the Negro and Non-Negro dropouts.
The data on the Negro dropouts revealed that 22 or 73*26 per cent had
three or more siblings at home, 7 er 23*31 per cent had one or two
siblings at home, and 2 or 6.66 per cent had no brothers or sisters
at home.
Table 16 farther shows that 20 or UO.OO per cent of the Non-Negro
dropouts had three or more siblings at home, 25 or 50.00 per cent had
one or two siblings at home, and 5 or 10.00 per cent had no brothers
or sisters at home.
Home Oaaers Among the Parents of
Negro and Non-Negro Dropouts
Figure 2, page 1»6, shows that 21 or 68.00 per cent of the Negro
parents rent and 10 or 32.00 per cent own their homes.
Figure 2 further shows that 26 or 56.00 per cent of the Non-Negro
dropouts' parents rent and 2k or lU^.OO per cent are home ouners.
Parents of Negro and Non-Negro Dropouts Who Were
Interested in the School's Programs
Figure 3, page 1^8, reveals data on Negro and Non-Negro dropouts'
parents who indicated that they were interested ia the school's pro¬
gram. The data showed that 29 or 9U*00 per cent of the Negro dropouts'
parents were interested in the School's program, and 2 or 6.00 per cent
not interested la the program.
FIGURE 3
DISTRIBUTIOH QF THE PARENTS OF THE THIBTI-ONE NEGRO AND FIFTY NON-NEGRO
DROPOUTS VHO WERE INTERESTED IN THE FAIRBURN AND CAMPBELL HIGH
SCHOOLS, RESPEGTimr, OF THE FULTON COUNTY,
GEOEGU SCHOOLS, 1967-1968
Negro Non-Negro
Figwe 3, pag« U8j also presents data shoving that 30 or 60«00
per cent of the Non-Negro parents vere interested in the school's
program, and 20 or U0«00 per cent vere not interested in the pro¬
gram.
Parents of Negro and Non-Negro Oroponts Who Weire
ActiTO Members of the Schools' P* T« A.
Figure k$ page $0, shovs the data on the participation in the
Parent Teacher Association bj the parents of thirty-one Negro and
fifty Non-Negro dropouts of the Fairtoum and Campbell High Schools«
Pulton County, Georgia, 1967*‘1968. The Negro subjects' parents
shoved that 27 or 87*00 per cent vere not actire members of the
school's Parent Teacher Association, and k or 13*00 per cent vere
actiTe menbers*
The figure further revealed that or 98.00 per cent of the
Non-Negro subjects' parents vere not active participants in the
Parent Teacher Association program, and 1 or 2*00 per cent vere active
meBd>ers»
Annual Income of the Parents of Negro
and Non-Negro Dropouts
The data on the anntial income from the thirty-one Negro dropouts
and the fifty Non-Negro dropouts of the Fairbum and Caiq>bell High
Schools, respectively, of the Fulton County, Georgia, Schools, are
presented in Table 17, page 5l*
Negro Dropouts
The annual income of the parents of the thirty-one Negro dropouts
ranged from a lov of $^00.00 to a high of $5500*00j vith a mean of
$2750*00, a median of $2789*50, a standard deviation of $1220«00 and
50
FIGURE U
DISTEIBUTIGK OF THE PARENTS OF THE THIRTT-ONE NEGRO AND FIFTY NON-NEGRO
DROPOUTS WHO WERE ACTIVE HEHBERS OF THE PARENT TEACHER ASSOCIATION
OF THE FAIRBURN AND CAMPBELL HIGH SCHOOLS, RESPECTIVELI,
OF THE FULTON COUNTY, GEORGIA, SCHOOLS, 1967-68
Negro Non-Negro
TABLE 17
DI3TRIBBTI0M OF THE ANNUAL INCX)ME OF THE FAMILIES OF THE THIBTI-ONE
NEGRO AND FIFTY NON-NEGRO 13BOPOUT3 OF THE FAIHBURN AND CAMPBELL








8000 - 8999 0 0.00 2 U.OO
7000 - 7999 0 0.00 7 lU.oo
6000 - 6999 0 0.00 9 18.00
5000 - 5999 1 3.23 10 20.00
UOOO - k999, 3 9.67 13 26.00
3000 - 3999 10 32.26 8 16.00
2000 r 2999 7 22.58 1 2.00
1000 - 1999 9 29.03 0 0.00
0 - 999 3.23 0 0.00





S, E. m 20U.U0 21U.29
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a standard •rrer of the mean of $20li«U0* Further, Table 17 shows that
k er 12*90 per cent of the Negro subjects scored abore the mean, 17
or per cent scored below the mean, and 10 or 32*26 per cent
scored within the mean class-interral*
Non-Negro Dropouts
The annual income of the parents of the fifty Non-Negro dropouts
ranged from a low of $2500*00 to a high of $8500*00| with a mean of
$5390*00, a median of $5299*50, a standard deviation of $1500*00 and
a standard error of the mean of $21i(*29* Further, Table 17 shews
that 23 or 53*00 per cent of the Non-Negro subjects scored above the
mean, 9 or 18*00 per cent scored below the mean, and 13 or 26*00 per
cent scored within the mean class-interval*
Total Group of Dropouts
The significant difference between the annual Income of the parents
for the thirty-one Negro and fifty Non-Negro dropouts, respectively, is
presented in Table 18, page 53*
The Ratio of Comparative Bata
The mean for the Negro was $2750*00, for the Non-Negro was $5390*00
with a difference of $26^0*00 in favor of the Non-Negro group* The
standard deviation for the Negro group was $1220*00, for the Non-Negro
it was 1500*00, with a difference of $280*00 in favor of the Non-Negro
group* The standard error of the difference between the means was
$25UO*00* This ”t* of 8*9 was very significant because it was greater
than 2*58 at the one per cent level of confidence at 79 degrees of
freedom* Therefez^, the difference between the Negro and Non-Negro




SIGNIFICANT DIFFEBENCES ON ANNUAL INCOME BETUEEN THE THISTI-ONE NEGRO
AND FIFTY NON-NEGRO DROPOUTS OF THE FAIRBURN AND CAMPBELL HIGH SCHOOLS,
RESPECTIVELY, OF THE FULTON COUNTY, GEORGIA,
SCHOOLS, 1967-1968
Group Nvuuber Mean Sigma S. E. H.—S. E.
Mean Mj^-Mg
Negro 31 2750,00 1220.00 20k.hO
and 26UO.OO 296.0 8.9
Noa-Negro 50 5390.00 1500.00 21U.29
CHAPTEH III
SUIQi&ai AND CONCLUSIONS
Recapitulation of Theoretical Basis
of the Research
Rationale
The public school system plays a significant role in the formation
of things that help to make a county or a community vhat it is. Throxigh-
out the American public school history educators hare been confronted
with the problems of d3ropouts« Students dropping out of school hare
become a paramount problem, and there appears to be many factors vhich
contribute to the cause of dropouts. According to Daniel Schreiber,
the dropout does not exhibit a single behavior pattern. Instead, he
manifests one or more of the feUoiring characteristics t
1. Low socio-economic status
2. Poor scholastic aptitude
3* Limited school aehieTement
k» Emotional problems in elementary school
5. Difficulties with peers and parents
6. Negative attitudes toward guidance facilities
No dropout has all the above characteristics in the extremes, how¬
ever, he has more than one of them, and to a degree these different
patterns emerge from his school record and certain predictions he
1
made.
^Daniel Schreiber, Guidance Mid the Dropout. (Washington, D. C.i
National Education Association, p. ^0.
5U
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The atuDber of dropouts in bsoj schools Is substaatially largo*
Hence, the educational needs of those students vho vithdrav from school
constitute a problea of serious concern to these charged with directing
the program of the school*
gvolution of the Problem
Interest in this problem stemmed from a surrej conducted hy the
Georgia State Department of Education during the month of Norember of
the 1966-47 school term* The title vas, "Georgia's Dropoutt 1 Profile*"
This stu^f rerealed that a large percentage of high school students
hare been vithdrawn from the state x^gisters because of non-attendance*
Some of these students were below arerage in intelligence and had
achierement scores below their grade lewels* The report further in¬
dicated that at least each one of the factors below contributed to the
incidence of the dropoutss
1* Inability to learn successfully








It was at this point that the writer decided he would be interested in
learning more about the direpouts and the factors which contributed to
their withdrawal from school*
Contribution to Educational Knowledge
It was anticipated that from this study the writer would be able
Georgia's Dropout» A Profile* (Atlanta1 Georgia State
Department of Education, 1^66), p* 9*
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to give SOBS additional inforaation to adoinlatratora who are stidving
to reduce their dropout ratesj and to offer recommendations of specific
meanlngfulness to the school officials of Fulton County, Georgia.
Statement of the Problem
The problem involved la this study was to determine the status
and differences, if any, in the measured Intelligence and Ichievement
and observed soeie-economle status between Hegro and Non-Segro Drop¬
outs in two selected high schools located in the southern part of
Fulton County, Georgia, during 1967-68 school year*
Purpose of the Study
The major purpose of this study was to determine the difference
on the variable of intelligence and achievement, and socio-economic
status for Negro and Non-Negro dropouts in two Fulton County, Georgia
schools* More specifically, the purposes of this research were to
deteiminet
1* The measures of central tendency and variability on
Intelligenco and achievement for Negro and Non-Negro
dropouts as measured by California Test of Mental
Maturity and Cfliforala Achievement Test, respec¬
tively.
2. The difference, if any, in the intelligence level between
Negro and Non-Negro dropouts,
3* The difference, if any, la the achievement level between
Negro and Non-Negro dropouts.
The indices of soclo-economle status of the Negro and
Non-Negro dropouts,
5* The differences in socio-ocoaomie status for Negro and
Non-Negro dropouts*
6, The reasons for school withdrawal for Negro and Non-Negro
dropouts.
7. The differences in the reasons for school withdrawal
$7
betweea Negro end Non-Negro dropouts*
8* The liaplieatiens for ed\ieatlonal theory and practice as
■ay he derired from the interpretation of the data*
Scope or Limitation of the Study
This study vas liaited to all of the dropouts vho left during
the 1967-68 school year*
Definition of Terag
For sake of clarity and understanding, the following definitions
were proposed:
1* "Dropout,” refers to a student vho leares school before
graduation for reasons ether than the following: Ill¬
ness, death, transferring to another school area, or
out of the state and coanitaeat to correctional institu¬
tion*
2* "Intelligence," refers to the level of aental growth
and deyelopaent as aeastired by the California Test of
Nental Maturity.^
3* "Achieveaent," refers to level of attained Scholastic
perforaance as aeasured by the Csdiforala Achleveaent
Test*®
1:* "Socio-econoale status," refers to auch related factors
as: educational status, salary status, domiciliary
status, and sise of faoily of the parents of the subjects*
Reasons for school withdrawal: e3q>ressed cause of with¬
drawal given by parents, teachers, and students*
Lillis ¥* Clark and Ernest V* Tiegs* California Test of Mental
Maturity, (Monterey, California: California Test Bureau), I963,
Form S,
2
Ernest ¥, Tiegs and ¥illis ¥, Clark, CaliforMa Achievement Tests,
(Monterey, California: California Test Bureau), I963, Form ¥,' '
Walter S, Monroe, Encyclopedia of Educational Research, (New




The signifleaat aspect of the research-design ef this study are
characterised in the separate paragraphs below.
1. Locale and ported of study - This study was conducted at the
Fairbxim and tiampbell Hish Schools, Fairbum, Georgia, during
the school year of 1967-^8.
2. Method ef research - The DeseriptiTe-Surv^ Method of research,
eBqploying the teolmlquss ef the questionnaire, tests, interriew,
official records, was utilized to collect requisite data for
fulfilling the purposes of the study.
3. Subjects - The subjects inYOlred in this research were thirty-
one Negro and fifty Non-Negro dropouts who were former students
of the Falrbum and Caiq;>bell High Schools during the 1967-
1968 school term.
k* Materials/Instruments - The Instruments iawolyed in this
research weret (aj a two fold-questionnaire specifically
designed to collect data pertinent to the socio-economic
background and the attitudes toward school of tho students,
(b) the official records of the schools, and (e) inter¬
views with subjects.
5* Criteria of reliability - Tho criteria of reliability of
ibe data for the research weret (a) the authenticity and
accuracy ef the respondents to questionnaire-items, (b)
the yalidlty of the reactions in the interviews, and
(c) Fisher's "t” of 2.58 at the one (.01) per cent level
of,confidence. .
6. Statistic^ treatment of the data - The data were statisticallyireated with reference to the following measures» S. D.j
S. S.j S. £. of the difference between the means, Fisher's
"t"! and per cent of data items.
7. Procedure - The procedural steps for the research weret
(a) Related literature peirtlnent to this stuc^y was
reviewed, summarised, and presented in the thesis
copy.
(b) Permission to conduct the study was secured from
the proper school officials.
(e) The questionnaires were prepared, validated, and
used to gather the data on the reasons for school
withdrawals.
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(d) A turrey on soeio'^eonoiile factors vas nado to
gather data on the fanlly states of the subjects*
(e) Test scores on intelligence and achioTonent were
abstracted fron official school records*
(f) The data Xroii tests^-questionnaires and surrey vers
assenbled ^ appropriate tables and/or graphs*
(g) Measures used were< Hean^ S* B.) S* £•} S* E. of the
differences between neans, Fisher's "fj and per cent
of data iteas*
(h) The statenents of findings^ conclusions, inplieations,
and recoamendations were foraulated and incorporated
in the finished thesis copy*
Suamary of Related literature
The related literature pertinent to the problea of this study
is suanuorised in the folloving aannert
1* The eharacteristles of dropouts hare been described as
coaplex and raried as the huaan organlsa itself*
2* There is no eeaplete agreeaent aaong educators who hare
studied the factors of intelligence la the dropout
problea*
3* The Connecticut study on dropouts shoved that the orerall
Megro dropout rate vas about per cent greater than the
whites*
k» The study also conducted by the State of Connecticut
Coaralssion on Ciril Rights indieated that children of
parents who were graduated froa high school or college
had a higher I* Q. than those parents who had only
attended grammar school*
^* The 1965 graduating classes in Georgia Included 63 per
cent of the students who had remained froa ninth grade*
6* The profile of approximately 300 students la Georgia
shoved the 1966 dropout to be a male, Caucasian, ninth
grader, 16 years of age*
7* Dillon's study reyealed that the primary reasons for
students leaving school prior to graduation aret




Wanted mon«j for clothes
Needed to help at hone
k dislike for certain subjects
Disliked a certain teacher
Friends had left
Reached the limit of compulsory school age
8* If students leave school in vast numbers because of lack of
interest^ greater appeal of other activities and failure la
academic requlremeatf then the institution needs to evaluate
its curriculum.
Hawes study exemplified several factors which contributed
to dropouts. These factors are given belowt
Work
Tired of school





k lack of home guidance
10. Dropouts exhibit greater educational retardation than non-
dropouts.
11. Discrepancies have occurred regarding reasons for withdrawal
on school records and those obtained from the testimony of
dropouts.
12. Dropouts are usually products from homes which can be
classified as of low sooio-economie status.
13. Parents of Negro dropouts tended to be better educated than
those of white dropouts.
lU. Dropouts appeared to have a lower rate participation in
extra-curricular activities than non-dropouts, and whites
tended to have a lower rate than Negroes.
15. Factors other than intelligence must certainly account
for premature school leaving among such adolescents.
16. In spite of the difference in I. Q. between the dropouts
and the graduates there are relatively few students whose
intelligence is so lew that it is impossible for them to
receive some learning in our public schools.
The survey and interpretation aided the writer in the presentation
and the interpretation of specific data reported in Chapter II.
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Restns of th« Basle Findings
The basic findings of this rosoareh pertaining to the tvo-fold
quo8tlennalre>ite3n8 and data abstracted from the official school records
are characterised nnder the appropriate captions belov*
Residence Location of the Negro
and Non->Negro Bropomts
Tablo 1
¥ith refereneo to the residence location of the subjects, the data
veret none and 1 er 2«00 per cent of the Negro and Non-Negro dropouts,
respeetireljr, resided in Atlantai 1 er 3*33 auid 9 or 18.00 per cent
of the Negro and Non-Negro dropouts, respeetlTely, resided in College
Park] 19 or 53*23 and 21 or 1^2.00 per cent of the Negro and Non-Negro
dropouts, respeetlTelj, resided in Fairbum] 6 or 19*98 and 10 or
20*00 per cent of the Negro and Non-Negro dropouts, respeetlTely,
resided in Palnettoj none and 2 er 1|*00 per cent of the Negro and Non-
Negro dropouts, respeetiToly, resided in Stonevall] $ or l6*65 per cent
of the Negro and Non-Negro dropouts, respeetiToly, resided la Union City*
Grade-Placenent of the Negro and Non-Negro
Dropouts at the Tine of Withdraual
Tables 2 and 3
With reference to the grade-plaeeaent of the dropouts at the tiM
of vithdraval, the following measures were obtained: for the Negro
group the mean nad 9*li0] a standard dsTiation of 1*39, a standard
error of the nean of *25] whereas, for the Non-Negro greiqp the mean
was 9*61, a standard deTiatlon of 1*33, * standard error of the mean
of *19* The difference between the two means was *21, with a standard
error of the difference between the two means of *31, to indicate a
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*t* of *68 vhleh vas not slgoifleant.
ChroBolegieal Ages ef the Hegre
and Non-Negro Sropontd
Tables U and 5
With reference to the ohronologleal ages of the subjects^ the
following neasnres were obtained! for the Negro group the nean was
209«00j a standard deriatlon of 10.90, a standard ezror of the mean
of 2.®| whereas, for the Non-Negro group the nean was 198.50, a
standard deriation of 12.85, * standard error of the mean was 1.83.
The difference between the swans was 10.5, with a standard error of
the difference between the two neans of 2.7, to indicate a "t* of
3.8, which was significant.
Intelligence Quotients of the Negro
and Non-Negro Dropouts
Tables 6 and 7
With reference to the I. Q.'s of the subjects the following measures
were obtained! for the Negro group the mean was 76.20j a standard
deflation of 11.05, a standard error of the mean of 2.02j whereas, for
the Non-Negro group the mean was 8i!.90, a standard deriation of 15*15»
a standard error of the mean of 2.21. The difference between the
means was 8.7, with a standard error of the difference between the two
means of 3*0 to indicate a "t* of 2.90 which was significant.
Grade-Placement Indices of the Negro
and Non-Negro Dropouts
Tables 3 and 9
With reference to the grade-placement indices of the subjects the
following measures were obtained! for the Negro group the mean was
5.15} A standard deriatlon of 1.68, a standard error of the mean of
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•31j vhsreas, for the Hon-Negro grotq) the mean was 6*76, a standard
deTlatlen of l*22f a standard error of the means was .I?* The dif¬
ference between the mean was l»6l, with a standard error of the dif¬
ference between the two neans of *36 to indicate a "t* of which
was Terj significant*
Negro and Non-Negro Dropouts' Reasons
for LeaTing School .
Table 10
With reference to the subjects' reasons for leariag school the
data werot IQ or 33*30 and 1^ or 28*00 per cent of the Negro and Non-
Negro dropouts, respectirelj', left school to work, none and 6 or 12*00
per cent of the Negro and Non-Negro dropouts, respectlTelj', left for
narriage, 8 or 26*6U and 1 or 2*00 per cent of the Negro and Non-Negro
dropouts, respeetitelj, left for parenthood, none and 5 or 10*00 per
cent of the Negro and Non-Negro dropouts, respeetlToly, left because
of inabilitj to loam successfully, 1 or 3*33 and 2 or k*00 per cent
of the Negro and Non-Negro dropouts, respeotiTeljr, left for the armed
forces, 1 or 3*33 *nd none of the Negro and Non-Negro dropouts, respec-
tirelj, left for illness, 11 or 36*63 and 18 or 36*00 per cent of the
Negro and Non-Negro dropouts, respectlTelj, left because of indifference
(lack of interest), none and or 8*00 per cent of the Negro and Non-





With reference to the subjects' hoiM status the data wares 18
or $9»9k and 3^ or 70*00 per cent of the Negro and Non-Negro dropouts.
6k
respeetlTelj, resided vith father and mother, 8 er 26.6^ and 9 or 18*00
per cent of the Negro and Non-Negro dropouts, respeetlrely, resided
with father er mother and $ or 16*65 and 6 or 12*00 per cent of the
Negro and Non-Negro dropouts, respeetlrely, resided with other relatives
or foster homes*
Absenteeism of the Negro and
Non-Negro Dropouts
Tables 12 and 13
With reference to the absenteeism of the subjects the following
measures were obtained} for the Negro group the mean ims 32*80; a
standard deviation of 16*90, a standard errer of the mean of 3*08j
whereas, for the Non-Negro group the mean was 28*50, a standard
deviation of 20*10^ a standard error of the mean of 2*87* The dif¬
ference between the means was k*3« with a standard error of the dif¬
ference between the two means of 1}*2, to Indieate a "t” of 1*1 which
was not significant*
School Personnel with Ifoom Dropouts Discussed
the Problem of Leaving School
Table lU
With reference to the school personnel with whom the subjects
discussed the problem of leaving school, the data were} lU or 33*32
and 19 er 28*88 per cent of the Negro and Non-Negro dropouts, respec-
tivelj, discussed the issue with their teachers, 3 or 7*lU and 9 er
13*68 per cent of the Negro and Non-Negro dropouts, respectively,
talked with the counselors, 16 or 38*08 and 21 or 31*92 per cent of
the Negro and Non-Negro dropouts, respectively, discussed It with the
visiting teachers, 8 or 19•Ok end 10 er 15*20 per cent of the Negro
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and Hon-Negro dropouts, respeetlTolj, disousted the problea vlth their
principals, and 1 or 2.38 and 7 or 10.5^ per cent of the Negro and Non-
Negro dropouts, respeetirely, did not discuss the issue with anj of
the school personnel*
Parental Occupational Status of the
Negro and Non-Negro Oropouts
Table 15
With reference to the parental occupational status of the dropouts,
the data verst none and 1 or 2*00 per cent of the Negro and Non-Negro
dropouts, respeetiToly, professional, 1 or 3*33 sad 9 or 18*00 per
cent of the Negro and Non-Negro dropouts, respeotiTelj, seni-professioaal,
6 or 15*98 and 19 or 3d*00 per cent of the Negro and Non.^egro dropouts,
respeetiTelj, skilled laborers> 19 or 63*27 and 13 or 26*00 per cent of
the Negro and Non-Negro dropouts, respeetlTolf, vere unskilled laborers,
k or 13*32 and 5 or 10*00 per cent of the Negro and Non-Negro dropouts,
respeetiuely, vere unei^loTed, and 1 or 3*33 and 3 or 6.00 per cent
of the Negro and Non-Negro dropouts, respeetirely, job status vere not
arailable*
The Number of Siblings of Negro
and Non-Negro Dropouts
Table 16
Vith reference to the number of brotiMrs and sisters of the sub¬
jects at hMM, the data veire: 22 or 73>26 and 20 or U0*00 per cent of
the Negro and Non-Negro dropouts, respeetirely, had three or more sib¬
lings at hone, 7 or 23*31 and 25 or 50*00 per cent of the Negro and
Non-Negro dropouts, respeetirely, had one or tvo siblings at home, and
2 or 6*66 and 5 or 10*00 per cent of the Negro and Non-Negro dropouts.
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respectlYcly, had no brothers or sisters at home.
Annual Incone of the Parents of Negro
and Non-Negro Dropouts
Tables 17 and 18
With reference to the annual incone of the parents of the subjects
the foUofiing neasures were obtaiaedi for the Negro group the mean vas
2750*00, a standard deviation of 1220.00, a standard error of the nean
of 20U*U0| whereas, for the Non-Negro group the nean vas 5350*00, a
standard deviation of 1500*00, a standard error of the nean of 2lU*29*
The difference between the neans, 26U0*00, with a standard error of
the difference between the neans of 296.0, to indicate a "t” of 8*9
which was veiy significant*
Conclusions
The following conclusions were drawn fron the above analysis and
interpretation of the data*
1* The Non-Negro groY^ vas experiencing a greater neasure of
nental growth and developnent than the Negro groi^ of students*
2* The Non-Negro group tended to vary nore widely in their
intelligence levels than did the Negro group of students*
3* The Non-Negro group of students were experiencing a higher
level of scholastic achievement than the Negro group of
studentsj for the former vas *6 grade-placement index
higher than the latter.
i^. The Negro students tended to be older than the Non-Negro
group of students*
5* Nbre Non-Negro dropouts leave school immediately upon
reaching age 16 when school attendance is no longer
compulsory than do the Negro dropouts*
6* The need to work causes Negro and Non-Negro boys dropout
of school frequently than Negaro and Non-Negro girls*
7. Non-Negro and Negro females indicated a different reason
for dropping ot of school, but the apparent reason in
67
both oasos la pregnancy*
8* Negaro and NonoNegro sales discontinued their formal education
In order to go to work*
9* The majority of the parents of Hegro and Non*Segro students
disagreed with their children's decision to leaTS school
prior to graduation*
10* The families were much larger among the Negro dropouts than
among the families of the Non»Negro dropouts*
11* Satisfaction with the curriculum offerings was not a factor
Influencing the Negro dropoutsj whereas* dissatisfaction
with the eurrloular offezings strongly Influenced the Non*
Negro dropouts*
12* Aeademle failure Is one of the serious factors which provide
the dropout fact of Negro and Non-Negro students*
13* The Negro and Non-Negro dropout Is a victim of non-promotion
from year to year*
m* Parental occupational skill status cause a differential
between the Negro and Non-Negro*
15* Teacher student relationship is a potential factor to the
ease of both the Negro and Non-Negro dropout*
Implications
The implications that grew out of the conclusions ares
1* There are evidences to show that the present curriculum
is definitely not meeting the needs of all the students*
2* The Fairbum and Campbell ia.gh Schools* Fulton County* Georgia
should step-up their guidance activity in order to provide
a more adequate eduoationaJ. program for their school
populations] Their present program leaves much to be desired*
Recommendations
The findites* conclusions and implications are basic to the follow¬
ing recommendations I
1* There is a need for some kind of vocational program geared
to the abilities and needs of these dropouts*
2* Extra-curricular activities should be available to the
entire school population on the basis of ability and interest*
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3* There is a definite need for « long range dropout program
to identify and work with potential dropouts early*
U* The faculties of Fairbum and Campbell High Schools should
be alert to the needs of better teacher student relationship*
5* That counseling serriees should begin early in the elementary
grades in order to prerent and/or diminish pupil withdrawals
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California Achievement Tests
Complete Battery
READING - ARITHMETIC - LANGUAGE
WXYZ SERIES • 1963 NORMS
DEVISED BY ERNEST W. TIEGS AND WILLIS W. CLARK
r
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS:
This is a test of your achievement in reading, arithmetic, and language. In
taking the first part you will show how many words you know and how well
you understand what you read. No one is expected to do the whole test
correctly, but you should answer as many items as you can. Work as fast as
you can without making mistakes.
DO NOT WRITE OR MARK ON THIS TEST BOOKLET UNLESS TOLD TO DO SO BY THE EXAMINER.
1957 EDITION
6th 1963 Printing
PUBLISHED BY CALIFORNIA TEST BUREAU/A DIVISION OF McGRAW-HILL BOOK COMPANY,
DEL MONTE RESEARCH PARK, MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA-COPYRIGHT® 1957, 1963, BY McGRAW-HILL, INC-AU RIGHTS RESERVED - PRINTED IN THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA —THIS WORK, OR ANY PARTS THEREOF, MAY NOT BE REPRODUCED IN ANY FORM WITHOUT PERMISSION OF THE PUBLISHERS.
DIRECTIONS: Mark as you are told the number of the word that means the opposite or about
the opposite of the first word.
SAMPLE: A. large ^ rich ^ small
®
gone ^ away A
TEST 1 -SEaiON A
1. reduce ^ diet ^ subtract
’ change increase
2. curve ^ passage ^ straight
® relate ^ temper
3. latitude ^ name ^ exist
® connective ^ longitude
4. wholesale ^discordant ^retail
® clever ^ pleasant
5. minimum ^maximum ^small
®
separate ^ stanza
6. purchase ^ spoke ^ sale
® market ^ cloud
7. surface ^ interior ^ lodge
® distant ^ action
8. simplify ^ divide * reduce
® complicate ^ sanction
9. measure ^ estimate ^ length
® proceed ^ succeed
10. concave ^ flaw ^ caramel
® discretion ^ convex
11. annex ^separate ^casket















solid ^ old ^ fluid
^ wise ^ square
external ^ element ^ sterile
® accidental ^ internal
root ^ stem ^ food
® ground * green
increase ^ ascend ^ refer
® reduce ^ produce
muscular ^ modish ^ brine
^ punctual ^ weak
positive ^ external. ^ rafter
® negative ^ separate
brittle ^ unsocial ^ flexible
^ homely ^ profound
constant ' attack ^ variable
® grade ^ stuff
partial ^complicate ^preserve
^ decrease ^ complete
diverge ^ shorten ^ converge
® stabilize ^ permit
confine ^ charge ^ hold












12. irregular ^ ashore ^ hymn
® systematic ^countenance
13. cancel ^ retreat ^ record
® edge ■* zero
14. coincide ^ enter ^ ignore
® diverge ^ proclaim
15. assessment ^reduction ^efface
^ dividend ^ loom
27. repel ^ attract ^ poisonous
^ motto ^ staple 27
00 discard ^ dedicate ^ consume
® obtain ^ obligate 28
29. transparent ^ shawl ^ studied
® inclination ^ opaque
29
30. extract ^ inject ^ pollute
® retract ^ interrupt 30
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T«*t 1 - $M. B Seer*
(number right)
DIRECTIONS: Mark as you have been told the number of the word that means the opposite
or about the opposite of the first word.






31. protect ^ join ^ attack
®
save ^ stand 31
32. advance ^ retreat ^ raise
^ combat ^ carry 32
33. produce ^ principal ^ director
® destroy ^ record 33
34. majority ^ minority ^ equity
® beggar * forge 34
35. progress ^ slide ^ halt
® jump ^ throw 35
36. liberty ^ glory ^ captivity
^ manufacture ^ standard 36
37. immigrate ^sharpen ^change
® smooth ^ emigrate 37
00CO charitable ^ moral ^ strange
® attentive ^ selfish 38
39. dissolve ^ organize ^ county
^
scorn ^ bought 39
40. abolish ^ repel ^ establish
^ purify ^ defeat 40
41. frigid ^ strong ^ flat
^ stiff ^ torrid — 41
42. worship ^ proclaim ^ territory
^ draft ^ scoff 42
43. prohibition ^ minion ^ reduction
^ toleration ^ phosphorus 43
44. information ^ union ^ exemption
^ ignorance ^ courageous 44
45. servitude ^ independence ^ hobby
® displeasure ^ commotion 45
TEST 1 -SECTION D
46. definite ^ indefinite ^ gobble
® indulge ^ escort 46





00 • comedy ^ card ^ tragedy
^ river ^ join 48
49. statement ^ praise ^ parrot
® shine ^ question 49
50. stupid ^^ final ^ effect
® witty ^ origin 50
51. abbreviate ^ fasten ^ hasten
^ burn ^ elongate 51




53. introduction ^ conclusion ^ whole
^ middle ^ height 53
54. shrill ^ ashen ^ faint
®aria ^ naive 54
55. criticism ^ infest ^ coupling
® feud commendation 55
56. sacrifice ^ create ^ negative
® vocal decline 56
57. sanction ^ allow ^ decide
^ restrain ^ abject 57
58. subtle ^ strange ^ obvious
3 old ^ sweet 58
59. distinct ^ frigid ^ definite
® obscure f identified 59
60. happiness ^ jollity ^ height
® immensity ^ pathos
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Test 1 — Sec. C Score
(number right)
NOW WAIT FOR
31 wr FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS,
Test 1 — Sec. D Score
(number rigitl)
TEST 2-SECTION E 64. Read these numbers:
DIRECTIONS: Read the following directions.
Mark as you are told the number or letter
of each correct answer.
5106745980
Mark the letter of the third num¬
ber after 6.61.Read these letters of the alphabet:
o p q r s t u V w x y z
Select the letter of the alphabet
which appears three letters before




62. Read the following names:
Mary Louis Roger Elizabeth
Mark the number which shows the





63. Nouns ending in y, when the y is
preceded by a vowel, form the
plural regularly by adding s, such
as monkey, monkeys. Mark the
number of the word which indi¬






65. Latitude is the measure of distance
north or south from the equator.
Mark the letter of the following
ship’s reading which indicates
latitude.
a 8° 2'20" W
‘»2°48'10"N
a0°19'30"E 65
66. American is the proper adjective
derived from the proper noun
America. Mark the number of
the word which is the proper ad¬





67. The suffix al added to a noun is
used to form some adjectives, such
as accident, accidental. Mark
the number of the adjective cor¬













GO RIGHT ON TOTHE NEXT PAGE
TEST 2-SECTION E (Continued)
68. Four words are listed below. Select
the one word that would be listed
last in a dictionary. Mark the num¬




^ reliable ® ®
69. The stem word is that part of the
word which is present in all vari¬
ations of the word, such as the
stem word neat in neater and
neatest. Mark the number of the






^ Look at the following recipe and find the





2 teaspoons baking powder
Take the flour, salt, and baking
powder and sift together; mix in
the shortening thoroughly; add
the milk; roll the dough out about
one-half inch thick and cut with a




70. In the recipe you have just read,
select the process that was used
to cook the biscuits. Mark the






71. Mark the number of the item ,
which is the fourth ingredient to





72. The area of a triangle is found by
multiplying y the base by the alti¬
tude. Mark the letter of the num¬
ber of square feet in a triangle
whose base is 4 feet and whose





73. Two lines drawn so that they form
right angles are said to be perpen¬
dicular to each other. Two lines
drawn so they cannot meet are said
to be parallel lines. Diagonal lines
are lines drawn at any angle ex¬
cept right angles to each other.
Determine which one of the follow¬
ing pairs of lines is perpendicular
and mark its number.
k
GO RIGHT ON TOTHE NEXT PAGE
f
TEST 2-SECTION E (Continued)
D
0 40 80
74. The scale of miles shown in the
above drawing is forty miles to one
inch. Determine the distance from
point A to C. Mark the number






75. To find the length of the diagonal
line in a rectangle, add the square
of the base to the square of the
altitude and then extract the
square root of this sum. Mark the
letter which indicates the length
in inches of the diagonal of a rec¬
tangle whose base is 8 inches and
whose altitude is 6 inches. (Eight
squared is 64, 6 squared is 36,





91 wr FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS
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(number right)
TEST 2-SECTION F
DIRECTIONS: Mark as you have been told
the number or letter of each correct answer.
76. The introduction is found in what










78. A preface is found in what part of
a book?
^ before the table of contents
^ immediately after the table of
contents
^ in the first chapter
^ in the summary
79. Mark the number of the following
article or section in a newspaper
which is presented primarily to
state an opinion.
^ the weather chart
2 the lead news story
^ the editorial
the stock market report -
^ Look at this partial index and find the
answers to questions 81, 82, and 83.
INDEX
Egypt: agriculture, 261; climate, 254; educa¬
tion, 291; defense, 302; financial manage¬
ment of, 314; government of, 347; indus¬
tries of, 284; irrigation in, 258; problems
of trade in, 321.
Egyptian architecture, important periods of,
380.
Egyptian language: classical dialects, 393;
consonants in, 392; pictographs, 390.
Egyptian temples: plans of, 401; relation to
religious beliefs, 413; rites conducted, 415.
Egyptian tombs, 422.
81. Mark the letter of the page on
which information concerning
rites conducted in connection with





82. Mark the letter of the page on
which information concerning the





?347 8280.The guide words portray and
possible appear at the top of the
page in one dictionary. Mark the
number of the word that would







83.Information concerning the value
of the Nile River in Egypt will be
found on what page? Mark the









TEST 2-SECTION F (Continued) ALTITUDE IN FEET
OF FIVE MOUNTAINS
^ Look at the following Table of Contents and
answer questions 84, 85, and 86.
TABLE OF CONTENTS
Chapter Page
1. The Demand for Coffee 1
2. Coffee Plantations 6
3. Growth of Coffee 19
4. Preparation for the Market 35
5. Coffee Ports 57
6. World’s Trade in Coffee 65
84. Mark the letter of the page on






85. Mark the letter of the chapter iit
which the material on page 59
will be found-
® Coffee Ports
'•Preparation for the Market
<= Growth of Coffee
a Coffee Plantations —-—® ^
86. In which chapter will the best
account concerning the supply of





^ Chapter 6 ® ®
^ Look at the graph at the top of the next
column and indicate the correct answers to
questions 87 through 90,^^
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Blanc Aeon- Etna Kekla McKin-
(Fr.T agua (Sic- (Ice- ley
Italy) (Argen- ily) land) (Alas-
\ tina) ka)
87. In which country is the lowest of





88. Mt. Etna is lower than Mt. Blanc











90. The combined height of the three






V THE NEXT PAGE
TEST 2-SECTION F (Continued) Answers to Sample C:
^ Look at these classification numbers selected
from the Dewey Decimal System, and find
the answers to questions 91 and 92.
608 Inventions and Inventors
629 Aviation
930 World History
973 United States History
91. Information concerning the Santa
Fe Trail to California will be found






92. A nonfiction book concerning Eli
Whitney will be found in which






Decide which are the TWO best topics to look
up in an encyclopedia or reference book for
information on the following subjects. Mark
the numbers of these two topics.











1-2 1-3 1-4 l-S 2-3
li i ii I ii
2-4 2-3 3-4 3-S 4-S
Mark tho correct
ontwer (1-5) in
the tame way you
have been marking.
























^ Recreation in Holland
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GO RIGHT ON TOTHE NEXT PAGE
mi ^c —dt^iiwiN r iv.oniinueai
47»
46°
^ Look at the map and indicate the correct
answers to questions 97 through 101.
97. One of the following rivers
flows through Lake Constance.





98. The west end of Lake Constance






99. Which of the following regions







^ lake region 99
100. One of the rivers draining the





101. The Rhine and the Rhone Rivers
have their sources in one of the
following areas. Mark the num¬




4 The Alps 101
Q NOW WAIT FOR9 I r FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS
Test 2 — Sec. P Score
Inumber righO
TEST 2-SECTION G
^ Read this story:
To catch fish, men were required to learn
the use of ships and the ways of the sea. All
countries that border the sea have merchant
ships, and naval vessels for their national de¬
fense. Many of the crew members of these
ships gained training and experience with
fishing fleets.
Not all fish are marketed to be eaten fresh.
Some kinds are canned, some dried and salted,
and some are pickled. The value of the fish
canned in the United States and Alaska in one
recent year was $339,000,000. Of this sum
Alaska, Washington, Oregon, and California
are credited with over $139,000,000. The
fish canned on the Pacific Coast are mostly
salmon, sardines, and tuna fish or albacore.
Salmon are packed in cans of varying
weight, but the output of canned salmon
alone (largely from the state of Washington)
in a recent year was equal to nearly 5,525,000
cases of 48 one-pound cans, having a value of
about $103,000,000.
The fishing industry furnishes a number of
valuable products other than food. Among the
more important are fish meal, oil, amino acids,
pearls, glue, fertilizer, and leather. During the
same year the value of these by-products was
more than $115,000,000.
For years the United States exported only
small quantities of fish because our cost of pro¬
duction was greater than that of European
countries. However, during and after World
War II, the value of exports increased and they
exceeded $34,000,000 in a recent year. Can¬
ned salmon and sardines make up a very large
part of our fish exports.
^ Mark as you have been told the letter or
number of each correct answer. You may
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^ products other than food.
104. The value of fish canned in the






105. The fishing industry contributes
to national defense by helping to




■* Marines.106.One fish not usually canned on









4 one pound.108.Compared with the value of all






GO RIGHT ON TOTHE NEXT PAGE
TEST 2-SECTION G (Continued)109.Compared with the wages of
fishermen in the United States,
the wages of European fisher¬
men have been
1 higher.
^ about the same.
^ lower.
^extravagant.
^ Read this story:
Cotton eonsists of the fibers attached to the
seeds of the cotton plant. After the cotton is
picked it is separated from the seeds in a cot¬
ton gin and then pressed into bales. Fibers are
twisted into thread, and the thread or cotton
yarn is then used for making cloth.
Cotton has been made into cloth for thou¬
sands of years. Indeed, no one knows when or
where it was first used. The plant was grow¬
ing in America at the time of the voyages of
Columbus, but it was known and used in Asia
and Africa thousands of years earlier. It was
probably first grown and woven into cloth in
India.
Records for one year show that the number
of bales of cotton produced in different states
of the United States was as follows:









Cotton provides us with many useful prod¬
ucts. The oil obtained from the seed is used
in lard compounds, oleomargarine, salad oils,
packing fish, making soap, and for many other
purposes. The cake which remains after the
oil has been pressed from the seed makes ex¬
cellent cattle feed and fertilizer. While the
Page 13
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value of the seed is less than that of the fiber,
it nevertheless constitutes a considerable por¬
tion of the farmer’s income.
'! Mark the number or letter of each correct an¬
swer. You may look back to find the answers.
110. Present day uses of the cotton
plant have increased the farm¬
er’s income because
^ more parts are salable.
^ cotton is now in short supply.
^ of the need for nylon.
^ fibers are better. ^ ^ ®
111. One of the most important prod¬





cottonseed oil. ^ ^ ^
112. The annual production of cotton
in places listed as “Others” is





113. In one year, about 9 per cent of





114. The best title for this story is
1 “Origin of Cotton.”





A RIGHT ON TO
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TEST 2-SECTION G (Continued)
115. Compared with the money value
of cottonseed oil, cotton fiber is
worth




very little. ^ ^ ®
116. About what per cent of the total
number of bales was produced
in the two leading states ? Mark







Sweden, located in northwestern Europe,
occupies the eastern and larger part of the
Scandinavian Peninsula. It is bordered on the
west by Norway, on the northeast by Finland,
on the east by the Gulf of Bothnia, on the east
and south by the Baltic Sea, and on the south¬
west by the Kattegat. Sweden extends for about
970 miles from north to south and about
200 miles from east to west, being 300 miles at
its widest point. The largest of its numerous
islands, which border the coastline, are the two
Baltic islands of Gotland and Oland.
Much of Sweden is a tableland sloping from
the Kjolen Range on the west to the Baltic.
This mountainous western frontier reaches
6,965 feet in its highest peak, the Kebnekaise.
The hilly central plateau slopes down to the
eastern coast to form a narrow coastal plain
along the Gulf of Bothnia. The many rivers,
such as the Lule, the Dal, and the Angerman,
run in a southeasterly direction. The southern
part of Sweden is generally low and level, ris¬
ing to a low plateau. In this region, Sweden’s
largest lakes, Vaner and Vatter, several smaller
lakes, the Gota and other rivers, and short
Page 14
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canal sections form the Gota Canal System. This
is the major east-west waterway of Sweden. No
less than 8 per cent of the surface of Sweden is
water, the immense number of lakes covering
almost 15,000 square miles.
The country is divided into three large reg¬
ions. The southern tip of the peninsula is
called Gotaland. To the north of Gotaland,
but still in the southern third of Sweden, is
Svealand. The major population centers of
Sweden are located in Svealand and Gotaland.
Norrland occupies the northern two thirds of
the country. This section is drained by numer¬
ous large rivers which provide hydroelectric
power on a large scale and are useful as major
logging routes in this beautiful land of forests.
Due to the length of Sweden, the tempera¬
ture from north to south varies considerably.
The North, part of which lies above the Arctic
Circle, has long, cold winters and short sum¬
mers. The climate of southern Sweden is much
like that of the state of Maine. The average
rainfall for the country is about 20 inches a
year. It is heaviest in the South and lightest in
the North.
Sweden’s sylvan slopes cover 55 per cent
of the country’s surface. This gives rise to
its most important industries, which include
lumbering, woodworking, paper, and pulp mill¬
ing. On the other hand, cultivated land makes
up only 9 per cent of the total area, and this is
concentrated in the South where the topography
encourages farming. However, intensive mod¬
ern methods have resulted in high yields of
crops, even though the growing season is very
short due to the long winters. Sweden is world
famous for its fine steel products. The enorm¬
ous hydroelectric power generated in Norrland,
as well as in the South, has given an impetus
to manufacturing industries. Chief products, in
addition to those already mentioned, include
textiles, chemicals, munitions, and matches.
Sweden’s merchant marine carries cargo to all
parts of the world. The major cities of Sweden
are its capital, Stockholm, its chief seaport,
Goteborg, and the southern metropolis, Malmo.
k
GO RIGHT ON TOTHE NEXT PAGE
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TEST 2-SECTION G (Continued)
^ Mark the letter or number of each correct an¬
swer. You may look back to find the answers.
117. The highest peaks of the Kjolen
Range reach a height of about
“ 7,000 feet above sea level.
5,000 feel above sea level.
^4,000 feet above sea level.
**2,000 feet above sea level. ^ ^ ^
118. The rivers of northern Sweden
are able to supply power because
^ they are long.
^ they are calm.
^ they are free from ice.






• 120. The area receiving the greatest
rainfall in Sweden is
1 the North.
^the South.
^ the mountain area.
^ the Bothnian coastline.





122. Farmers in Sweden have in¬












^ the lake region.
^ Svealand.124.What fraction of Sweden’s area










^ Read this story;
The Mayflower, in which the Pilgrims came
to America, was the typical sailing vessel of
its time. It was a three-masted ship, one hun¬
dred feet long and twenty-five feet wide. As
late as the beginning of the nineteenth century
the ships owned by merchants, lumbermen, and
fishermen were of the same type as the colonial
Mayflower.
In the middle of the nineteenth century,
England began using steamships and iron
vessels which soon outclassed the colonial-
type sailing vessel. In order to maintain a place
in the competitive shipping industry, it was
necessary for the Americans to build some sort
of ship that was faster and easier to handle.
This resulted in the American “clipper ship,”
which for a time was able to compete success¬
fully with the English ships. With the further
development of steamships, however, this type
of vessel was also hopelessly outclassed.
k
right on to
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TEST 2-SECTION G (Continued) .
In the succeeding years, ships increased
in size as well as in luxury. The Mauretania,
launched in 1908, was considered a marvel
because it weighed nearly 30,700 tons. It
held the transatlantic speed record of five
and one-half days for twenty years. Each year,
however, brought changes in ships, with in¬
creased weight and speed, until the Bremen
was built and crossed the Atlantic in nine hours
less time than the previous record holder. Later
the Queen Mary and the Normandie exceeded
that record by about 24 hours. The present
record is held by the S. S. United States.




^ a passenger ship.
^ easier to handle.
^ a sailing vessel.






^ Mark the number or letter of each correct an¬
swer. You may look back to find the answers.





^ Mauretania. ^ ^ ®
132. At the beginning of the nine¬
teenth century, the typical com¬





127. American shipping was stimu¬





128. Commercial ve^els superior to
the colonial-type sailing ship





129. The Mauretania held the At¬
lantic crossing record until a
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133. The improved size and speed of
the modern steamship has had
many effects on the world.
Which of the following changes
has not occurred due to this
improvement?
1 travel time shortened
^ shipping and trade increased
® fares and rates lowered
^
cargo spoilage increaised
^ Read this story:
THE TELEGRAPH
For eleven years Samuel Morse had been
trying to interest someone in his invention of
the telegraph and endured great poverty in at¬
tempting to carry out his experiments. Finally,
in 1843, Congress appropriated $30,000 for
this purpose, and Morse was then able to make
rapid progress in the development of teleg¬
raphy.
k
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TEST 2-SECTION G (Continued)
In the spring of 1844, while the political
parties were holding their conventions, the
telegraph finally became ready for a practical
tryout. Morse was able to notify the candidates
and the people in Washington of the results of
the conventions before they could secure this
information by any other means. This aroused
much public interest, and there was a general
recognition of his remarkable accomplishment.
From that time forward, the telegraphic system
grew with astounding rapidity and covered the
entire world within thirty years.
At first the telegraph was mechanically com'^^
plicated, but with constant research the in¬
struments themselves became simpler. During
recent years, however, due to the complexities
of modern life, the system as a whole has be¬
come somewhat involved. Every city has an in¬
tricate system of telegraph wires below the
surface of the streets, and even the continents
are connected by cables laid on ocean floors.
The development of the telegraph brought
the world closer together by providing a method
of bringing ideas and messages from the entire
world within the reach of all in a minimum of
time. This process has been greatly accelerated
by recent improvements in wireless telegraphy,
radio, and television.
^ Mark the letter or number of each correct an¬
swer. You may look back to find the answers.
134. Bringing the world closer to¬
gether means
® fewer time zones.
^
maps must be redrawn.
^ better communications.
^ crowded conditions. 1 ® ^
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136. The telegraph became world
wide in its coverage
1 by 1875.
2 by 1912.
^ after the development of
wireless telegraphy.
4 by 1844. 136




4 unique. 13 7
138. Telegraph poles in cities
1 are similar to telephone
poles.
2 are taller than telephone
poles.
3 are used for electric power
also.
4 don’t exist. 138
^ Read the eight statements below. You are to
select the one that would make the best title
for each of the four paragraphs of the story.
You may look back to find the answers.
STATEMENTS
1. Wide use of telegraphy
2. Communication of words
3. The inventor’s struggle
4. Congress and elections
5. Effects of telegraphy
6. Ideas and messages
7. The practical demonstration
8. Necessity
139. The best .title for the first
paragraph is statement
1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 139
140. The best title for the second
paragraph is statement
4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 140
W
RIGHT ON TO
W W THE NEXT PAGE
TEST 2-SECTION G (Continued)
141. The best title for the third
paragraph is statement
1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
142. The best title for the fourth
paragraph is statement
4. S. 6. 7. 8.
The order in which these things are men¬
tioned in the story is as follows:
143. Complex system was
Ist. 2nd. 3rd. 4th. —_143
144. Mechanically complicated
instruments was
1st. 2nd. 3rd. 4th.








Ist. 2nd. 3rd. 4th.146.Simpler instruments was
1st. 2nd. 3rd. 4th.
91 Wr FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS
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This is an arithmetic test. In taking it you will show how well you can think
and work problems. No one is expected to do the whole test correctly, but
you should answer as many items as you can. Work as fast as you can with¬
out making mistakes.
DO NOT WRITE OR MARK ON THIS TEST BOOKLET UNLESS TOLD TO DO SO BY THE EXAMINER.
Page 19
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TEST 3 » SECTION A
Do not write, mark, or figure on this test booklet unless told to do so by the examiner.
DIRECTIONS: Decide how each of the
amounts below should be written as a
number. Then mark as you are told the
letter of each correct answer. For some
of the problems none of the answers given
may be correct. If you cannot work a
problem, or if you think that none of the
answers given is correct, mark the letter,
e. In taking this test you should finish the
first column before going on to the second.
Now look at the samples to the right.

























































/ Read these Roman numerals. Then mark as you
have been told the letter of each correct answer.















/ Find the largest number, marked a, b, c, or d, in
each of the following rows. Then mark its letter.
11. a 39 b235 e 172 d60 .11
12. a 89^ b 66^4 Z e 106^ d 55|- .12
13. a .025 b .099 e .75 d.015 -13




Test 3 — Sec. A Score
(number right)
T»T ;s — ^tECTION 6
DIRECTIONS: Mark the letter or number of each correct answer. If you do not know an
answer, or if you think that none of the answers given is correct, you should mark the
letter, e (items 16-20), or the number, 5 (items 21-25). Finish the first column before going
























18. A straight angle equals *










19. Which 2 numbers











20. What is the greatest **
common divisor of 8,
16, and 24? \ g
• None
(20)







DIRECTIONS: Some rules and formulas used in measurement, numbered 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5,
are given to the right below. Some problems that can be worked with them are given on the
left, numbered 26, 27, 28, 29, and 30. Mark the number of the rule or formula on the right
which is used to find the answer to each problem on the left.
L ^ A
Problems
26. Area of a triangle
27. Diameter of a circle
28. Area of a parallelogram
29. Area of a cube











Rules and Formulas Used in Measurement
1. 6s2
2. Obtain the square root of the sum of





Multiply base by height,
i-hb
GO RIGHT ON TOTHE NEXT PAGE
TEST 3-SECTION B (Continued)
DIRECTIONS: Work these problems. Then mark as you have been told the letter of each
correct answer. For some of the problems, none of the answers given may be correct. If you
cannot work a problem, or if you think that none of the answers given is correct, you.should
mark the letter, e. Finish the first column before going on to the second. Remember to do




32. Subtract: 89 b
26 b
33. The minuend is 7; the










/ Find the value of x in each of these equations.
Then mark its letter.



































• 13 Y • 4
b42' 39. -7-=44 bl6
e -42 c 1
4-13 x=








40. If r = 5, s = 6, and
t = 4, find the value
of X in the following
equation:
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Test 3 — Sec. B Score
(number right)
TEST 3 - SECTION C
r ^
DIRECTIONS; Work th ese problems. Then mark the letter of each correct answer. For some
of the problems, none of the answers given may be correct. If you cannot work a problem,
or if you think that none of the answers given is correct, you should mark the letter, e.
Remember to do your figuring on scratch paper,
L. J
41. In a classroom there were 8 rows of desks with 6 desks in each








42. Arthur bought a used automobile for $90.00. He paid $20.00
down and is to pay the rest in 10 equal payments. How much







43. Marie weighs 90 pounds, Alice weighs 70 pounds, and Josephine







44. How many square feet are there in a strip of paper which is 4







45. Find the area of a rectangle having a base of 10 inches and an
altitude of 12 inches.
a 88 sq. in.
b 102 sq. in.
e 210 sq. in.
d 120 sq. in.
a None
(45)
46. When the scale of a map is “4- in. = 40 mi.,” how many miles







47. Jack sold magazine subscriptions for $2.00 each, receiving a
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TEST 3 - SECTION C (Continued)
48. A box is 12 inches long, 5 inches wide, and 2 inches deep. How







49. A man received 6 per cent interest on a loan of $175 for















51. Henry missed 6 problems on a test but did 80% of them correctly.







52. Charles, John, and Jerry together received $50.00. Charles
received $12.00, John received $24.00, and Jerry received







53. Find the area of a triangle having a base of 10 inches and an
altitude of 14 inches.
• 140 sq. in.
b 70 sq. in.
e 48 sq. in.
d 74 sq. in.
• None
(53)
54. A house, valued at $8,000, was insured for 75% of its value.
The rate of insurance was 25 cents per $100. What was the







55. Tom’s father bought a dining room set. The list price was
$200 and 2 discounts were given: one of 20% and another
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Test 3 Sec. C Score
(number right)
TEST 4-SECTION D
DIRECTIONS: Do these problems in addition. Then mark the letter of each correct answer.
For some of the problems, none of the answers given may be correct. If you cannot work
a problem, or if you think that none of the answers given is correct, you should mark the
letter, e. Finish each column before going on to the next. Be sure to reduce fractions to














































































3 8 b 180
5 1 e 910
















(60) 4 7 6 2
9 3 7 4
12 9 8



























































7 yd. 2 ft. 8 in.
+ 4 yd. 3 ft. 7 in.
a 11 yd. 5 in.
b 12 yd. 1 in.
c 3 yd. 3 in.
d 13 yd. 3 in.
a None
(75)
HvVAn NOW WAIT FORdlwK FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS(69)
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Test 4 — Sec. D Scere
(number right)
TEST 4-SECTION E
DIRECTIONS: Do these problems in subtraction. Then mark the letter of each correct answer.
For some of the problems, none of the answers given may be correct. If you cannot work a
problem, or if you think that none of the answers given is correct, you should mark the
letter, e. Finish each column before going on to the next. Be sure to reduce fractions to





















a 31 4 36

































































2 3 7 0
18 9 0
(86)
, - 1 (93)
a 460 4 57.09 - 7.0435 =
b840 5 fc-T
e 4800 a 64.1335 4 54.1335
4 480 4 * ao b —26.655 a None
a None 5 c 50.0465
(79) a None (86) (93)
(80)
8 5 0 7




























































5 da. 6 hr. 20 min.
3 da. 8 hr. 40 min.
a 8 da. 15 hr.
b8 da. 14 hr.
c 2 da. 2 hr. 20 min.
4 1 da. 21 hr. 40 min.
a None
(95)
(89) ^ NOW WAIT FOR^ 1 r FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS
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TmI 4 S«c. E Score
(numbor right)..
TEST 4-SECTION F
DIRECTIONS: Do these problems in multiplication. Then mark the letter of each correct








































































































a14720 6 X 2-1 =
b756 3
































5 0 2 3 *5«3o 4ix 6i =
^ 0 7 ^ 4503651 4 31 T
e 4053561 a 24— d 27—" 6 *12
4 4216 k 10— • None
12
a None
(102) * 28^ (109)




a 12 yd. 11 in.
b 18 yd. 4 in.
cl3 yd. 1 ft. 11 in.
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Test 4 — Sec. F Score
(number right)
TEST 4-SECTION G
DIRECTIONS: Do these problems in division. Then mark the letter of each correct answer.
Finish each column before going on to the next. Be sure to express remainders as fractions
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This is a language test. In taking it you will show what you know about
capitalization, punctuation, and words and sentences, and how well you can
spell. No one is expected to do the whole test correctly, but you should answer
as many items as you can. Work as fast as you can without making mistakes.




DIRECTIONS: In most lines of the story and sentences below, four words have a number
above the first letter. If ONE of the letters should be a capital, mark its
number. If none of the four letters should be a capital, mark N, which
stands for None. Not more than one letter with a number over it should
be a capital on any one line.
1 2 3 4
SAMPLE: A. The winner of the race was tom.
1 2 3 4
A
SAMPLE: B. He is one of my best friends. B
In Sample A, the “t” in “tom,” which has a 4 above it, should be a capital. In Sample B,

















last night, I read a wonderful old
12 3 4
book called The adventures of Tom Sawyer, by
1 2 3 4
author Samuel 1. Clemens. This man, who
12 3 4
is better known to all of his readers
12 3 4
as the famous Mark twain, lived many years
in Missouri. For my next birthday, which
comes in August, both my mother and my
1 2 3 4
rich uncle Jim have promised to buy me
1 2 3 4
some more good books written by mr. Clemens.
1 2 3 4
I have promised my friend bob, who lives
12 3 4
close to brooks Junior High School, that
12 3 4
he can read them when i have finished. He
knows he will always be welcome to do so.
12 3 4
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TEST 5-SECTION A (Continued)
1 2 3 4
age should read good books. Last friday 12
12 34
13. she said, “please get one or two good books 13
14.
from the new Walnut Street Library.
1 2 3 4
If at all possible, you should each do 14
15.
12 34
some reading during easter vacation.” 15
16.
1 2 34
Bobby comes from denver, but he has 16
17.
1 2 3 4
been to ireland and many other countries. 17
18.
12 3 4
He asked, “do you think it will be all 18
19.
1 2 3 4
right if my older sister and i see if we 19
20.
can find some books written in French?”
“Oh,” said, Mrs. Young, “do you actually
1 2 3 4
read the language that well?” 20
21.
“No,” said Bobby, “but we might see some
1 2 3 4
pictures of the Seine river and places like 21
22.
1 2 3 4
the Arch of triumph. We saw both of them on 22
our vacation last June.”
SENTENCES
1 2 3 4 -
23. Tom brown had visited only twice in 23
24.
1 2 3 4
alaska before he made it his home. 24
25.
1 2 34
On Sunday I started for the Rocky Mountains 2 5
26.
12 3 4
to visit with aunt Nell and her family. 26
27.
12 3 4
we shall travel east to Bagdad. 27
28.
1 2-34
Tom went out. he then saw Jim 28
29.
12 34
coming down the long street. 2ft
30.
12 3 4




DIRECTIONS: In the letter and story below, most lines have a number, such as n, or ;
If a punctuation mark is needed where the number is, mark the answer space
for the punctuation mark needed. If no punctuation is needed, mark the N,
which stands for None. Show either apostrophes or single quotation marks in
the fourth column. Only one answer should be given for each line.
Correct Test Booklet
ortd Answer Sheet Morfc
, ? • ; N
SAMPLE: C. Mary^ will you come with us? C. 11
, ? " » N
SAMPLE: D, The busg is leaving at ten o’clock. D. ji 11
In Sample C, a comma is needed at 1 after the word “Mary.” Mark the answer space for the
comma, to show that this is the punctuation mark needed in Sample C. In Sample D, no punc¬
tuation mark is needed at 2. Find the answer row for Sample D. Mark the answer space for the
letter N to show that no punctuation is needed in Sample D.
303 South Park Street
Salt Lake Cityg^ Utah
June 28, 1956
Dear Grandmother^ o
ItggS raining, so I have time to write you a
letter. I was sorry to miss Grandfatherg^s birthday.
The folks decided we should stay another week.
Did Grandfather get my birthday present on timOgg
Dong^ Ann, and Mary helped me select it.
YeSgg we do like it here, but we hope
it wonggt keep on raining. That would spoil the
picnic that our favorite cousin^g Harry, planned.
Yesterday he said, “It will probably rainl^j
Page 32
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, ? " ' N
, ? " N
, ? " ' N
, T " ' N
, ? " N
, ? N
, ? " ’ N
,
, ? N
, ? " ’ N
GO RIGHT ON TOTHE NEXT PAGE
TEST 5-SECTION B (Continued)
However42 I’m sure it will turn out to be a
beautiful day. Don’t you think it is best to
look on the bright side ^3 In Walt Disney’s
film, ^^Pinocchio, Jiminy Cricket seemed to
think that was a good idea, didn’t he^^
The day after we saw the picture, Harry^gS
new music teacher said^ ^ “Do you remember when
Jiminy Cricket sang that pretty song^g ‘When
You Wish Upon A Star^g ? If you like. I’ll
teach you to play it on the piano, gg
Grandmother-1 do you have Aunt Ida’s new
addresSg2 Mother has lost it, and I want to send
her a post card before we leave.

























, ? ■ ' N
53 ii li ii li ii
, ? " ' N
54 I i I ii ii
, ? " • N
55 ii ii ii ii ii
STORY
Returning from a fishing tripgg' the boys
met Tom, who said, “Where have you beeng^”
“Wogg have been camping down by the
river, gg answered Ned. “We did some fishing.”
, ? • ' N
56 ii ii ii ii ii
, ? " ' N
57 ii ii ii ii ii
, ? • • N
58 ii ii ii ii ii
, ? " ' N
59 ii ii ii ii ii
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DIRECTIONS: Mark the number of the correct or better word in each sentence below.
SAMPLE: E. She ain’t ^ isn’t) as tall as Betty.
In Sample E, the word in the parentheses with the ^ by it, “isn’t,” is the better word. Now
find the answer space for Sample E. Mark the number^, which shows that “isn’t” is the better
word in Sample E.
60. He let (^hisself ^himself) in the
door quietly.
61. Yesterday Ruth (^says ^said),
“Let’s study together.”62.Adverbs (^do not always
^ always) end in “ly.”63.Everybody (^has ^have) fun at
the annual festival.64.I think that Janet writes (^good
^ well).68.It is true ^ false) that pronouns
may be singular or plural.
-6465.It was their ^ there) book that
was lost.66.I have chose ^chosen) the ma¬
terial for my dress. ®®67.If I had seen him, I could of
^ could have) warned him.
.68
69.We were told that a boy drowned
^ drowhded) there. ®®70.They saw ^ seen) to it that he
got the reward.71.The word “everyone” is a prop¬
er noun ^ an indefinite pronoun).72.They thought the party was for
Dave and ( ^ him ^ he). ^ ^73.A pen and a bottle of ink (^are
^ is) on the table.74.In the title “Gone with the Wind,”
the word “Wind” is a noun ^ an
adjective).
76. When the raft sank ^ sunk), we
yelled for help.
.7475.Us ^ We) girls bought our hats
at the same store.
-76
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77. Each of the three boys thought his
knife was the ( ^ better ^ best).
78. In “a good fight,” the word “good”
is an adverb ^ adjective).
79. Science and math (^require ^re¬
quires) careful study.
80. The word “blue,” when used to
describe the color of a dress, is an
(^adverb ^adjective).
81. In taking a rest, children should
lie ^ lay) quietly.
82. There (^was ^were) several
tickets left.
83. Mrs. Jones gave the sack of candy
to her and I ^ me).
84. It is (^true ^ false) that a word
may function as more than one part
of speech.
85. “The man (^who ^ which) sang”
is correct English.
86. It has not been touched by she
^ her) or John.
87. He looked as if he had (^ran
^ run) all the way.
Page 35
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^ For each statement below that is a complete
sentence, mark YES; for each that is not,
' mark NO.
88. The female of the species is
supposed to be deadlier
than the male. YES NO ss
89. After watching carefully
for about twenty minutes, yes NO 89
90. When we reached a position
near the summit. YES NO so
91. The star of the show appear¬
ed to take several bows. YES NO 91
92. When the problem is one
of addition. YES NO 92
93. With a faith that leads us
to worship the specialist. YES NO 93
94. Great caravan routes lead to
Damascus. YES NO 94
95. To spend a lifetime with a




ness and health. YES NO 95
96. When the pupil does not
understand what he is aim¬
ing to accomplish in alge¬
bra or geometry and is
carried along for a time by
the demands of the teacher. YES NO 96
97. Big and small, lean and fat,
they all came. YES NO 97
98. While the eyes of the child¬
ren were wide with fear, and
the boy kept on with the
ghost story. YES NO 98
99. As the huge ship slowly
limped into port and the
men cheered. YES NO 99
9lwK FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS














DIRECTIONS: Each line in this test contains four spelling words and the word, None.
These words are numbered 3, 4, Q^d the None is numbered In some
of the lines, one word is misspelled. In others, no word is misspelled. If there
is a misspelled word, mark its number. If no word is misspelled, mark the
SAMPLE: F. ^now ^just ^come ^ron ^None
SAMPLE: G. ^go ^ see ^ do ^ may ^ None G
100. ^ score ^ rathur ® lame ^ bitter ® None 100
101. ^ soak ^ really ® escape ^ often ®None 101
102. ^ sipply ^ nature ^loose ^ promise ®None 102
103. ^ split ^ elephunt ^ niece ^ sixty ®None 103
104. ^ entire ^ trout ® losing ^ lisened ®None 104
105. ^lantern ^ faint ® motion ^ arrest ® None 105
106. ^ moral ^ sentury
^ haste ^ compel ® None 106
107. ^ tried ^ woolen ® peech ^ shining ^ None 107
108. ^ safety ^ dreamed ^ careless ^ unles ® None 108
109. ^ asist ^ special weight ^ paddle ®None 109
110. ^ funny ^ takeing 2 until ^ alone ®None 110
111. ^ obedient ^ register target * sesion ®None 111
112. ^ suburb ^ laboratory ^ carear * efficiency ®None 112
113. ^ pantry ^ wistle insect ^ willow ®None 113
114. ^ mortal ^ salute evidance * estate ®None 114
11^- ^ moskuito ^ singular ^ hymn ■* drama ®None 115
116. ^ tangle ^ presence ® intense ^ prairy ® None 116
117. ^ evil ^ detail ® justise ^ amuse ® None 117
118. ^ foreign ^ examenation ® accent ^ diamond ^None 118
119. ^ horrid ^ strain ® orphan ^ investegate ^None
119
120. ^lease ^ expand ® misterious ^ cucumber ®None 120
121. ^ swich ^paw ® sleeve noisy ® None 121
122. ^ disposition ^ brilliant ^ magnifecent * accord ^ None 122
123. ^ remit ^ oxygan ^interfere * delicious
® None 123
124. ^ stubborn ^ permanent
® campain indifferent ®None
124
125. "Asilence ^ vegtable ^ patient ^ mere ®None 125
126. ^ aerial ^ indevidual ^ exquisite ^ convict ®None
126
127. ^ scaucer ^ unable ® sow ^ prison ®None
127
128. ^ amiable ^ seiges ^ beneficial ^ chaperon ®None 128
129. ^ strenuous ^ accrued ^ infamy ^ melencholy ^ None 129
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Diagnostic Analysis of Learning Difficulties'

















76,77,78,79. Parts of book or~ newspaper
80 Use of dictionary
81,82,83 .. .Use of index
84,85,86 . - .Table of contents
87,88,89,90. (teadinr a graph




























... Topic or central
idea
139,140,1 Organization of







1,2,3,4,5 . .Writing numbers
8 Writing money
7 Writing per cent
8,9,10 Roman numerals
11 Whole numbers
11 11 1,1 Fractions and12,13,14 --decimals
15 Exponents













































m’ 69 -Wi*ed numbers





























































































5. Mechanics of English
A. CAPITALIZATION
2 ...Title of bosk
3,5,8,23 ...Names of persons
6,7,26 Titles of persons
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INSTRUCTIONS TO EXAMINEES:
In taking this test you will show
how well you think and what you do
when you face new problems. No one
is expected to do the whole test
correctly, but you should answer as
many items as you can. Work as fast
as you can without making mistakes.
Do not write or mark on this test booklet
unless told to do so by the examiner.
NON-LAIIGUAGE SECTION
TEST 1
DIRECTIONS: In each row there is one picture that shows something which is
the opposite of the first picture. Find it and mark its number.
TEST 2
DIRECTIONS: The first three pictures in each row are of things which are alike
in some .way. Decide how they are alike and then find the picture to the right of
the dotted line that is most like them and mark its number.
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TEST 3
^ DIRECTIONS : In each row, the first picture is related to the second. The third
picture goes with one of the four pictures to the right of the second dotted line in
the same way. Find the related picture and mark its number.
TEST 4
DIRECTIONS; Mark the letter L for each picture that shows a left and the letter R





DIRECTIONS; Look at the first drawing in each row. Then find the one drawing














))^) ^ DIRECTIONS: The numbers in each row become larger or smaller according to
some plan or rule, but in each row there is an extra number that does not belong.
Find the number that should be omitted among the answer numbers and mark
its letter.
E 2 4 6 8 9 10 12 /6 b9 o © " 12 ■n
(81.) 14 12 10 8 7 4 M2 no "8 d? 81
(82.)
(83.)
35 31 28 21 14 7 *35 m n4 " 7 ■1
19 16 13 11 10 7 4 Ml no c? "4
82
83
(84.) 1 5 9 13 15 17 *1 b9 n3 "15 84
(85.) _i_ _3. 1 1^ 2 a_3. n "l-r "22 4 ^ 2 4 2 85
(86.) 7 9 10 13 16 19 *9 no n3 "16 86






(88.) 3 9 27 76 81 243 ..*27 "76 '81 "243
88
(89.) 1-f- It 1 23 X X 0 *0 bX cX "1 ■3 6 6 3 89
(90.) 2 4 8 14 20 26 *4 "8 '14 "20
90
(91.) 14 10 9 7 5 4 M4 "10 '9 " 5 91
(92.) X 0 1 9 27 a "0 '9 "27 n3 3 92
.(93.) 54 41 37 28 15 2 *41 "37 '15 "2 93
(94.) 3 6 4 7 9 5 8 *9 "8 '6 "3 94





))))) ^ DIRECTIONS: Each problem tells you that a certain number of coins will add
up to a certain amount of money. You are to find the correct number of coins of
each kind —cents, nickels, dimes, quarters, and half-dollars. Four possible answers
are found beneath each problern. These refer to combinations of coins at the bot¬
tom of this page from which to select the correct answer! Work the problem men¬
tally and find the letter of the answer you get among those at the bottom of the
page.





(96.) 5 coins — 18 cents
n o p q ■i
96
(97.) 3 coins — 20 cents
e f g h
97
(98.) 3 coins — 70 cents
e f g h
98
(99.) 3 coins — $1.05
f g h i
99
(100.) 7 coins — 20 cents
a b c d
100
(101.) 5 coins — 17 cents
j k 1 m
101
(102.) 4 coins — 76 bents












































Cents Nickels Dimes Quarters Dollars Cents Nickels Dimes Quarters Dollars
a 6 — — — 1 2 1 1 — 1
b 5 — — 1 — m 2 3 — — —
c 5 1 1 — — n 3 — 1 1 —
d 5 1 , o 3 1 1
— —
e 2 _ 1 __ p
3 2 — 2 —
q 3 2 1 1f — 2 1 — —
r 1 3 — — —
g — — 2 — 1
s 1 2 _ 2 _
h — 1 — 1 1
t 1 2 1 — —
i — 1 — — 2 u 1 — 1 1 1
j 2 — 2 1 — V 1 1 1 1 —
k 2 2 — 1 — w 1 — — 3 —
TEST 7 SCORE
(number right).PAGE 9/CTMM-3-63 STO
TEST 11
DIRECTIONS: Listen carefully to the pairs of words that will be read to you.
Later, the first word of each pair will be repeated and you are to remember what

















































))))) y DIRECTIONS: Work these problems. Use scratch paper if necessary. Mark the
letter of each correct answer.
K. If you earned $5.00 and spent





$5.00141.If a freight train travels at the
rate of 20 miles an hour, how





"80142.How many pieces of candy can
you buy for 15^ at the rate of




"60143.Large envelopes that sell for 3^
each can be had for 30^ a dozen.
How much is saved when they are
bought by the dozen?
*>10^
190144.What number, if multiplied by 3,






145.There are 20 girls in the Sunday
school class. Every week each girl
gives 5^ to go toward a fund for
needy families. How much will all




"$7.50146.Two boys bought watermelons and
sold slices of them at a ball game.
They had 50 i in the cash box to
start with. They sold 40 slices of
melon at a slice. How much
should they have in the cash box





147. John caught 3 fish weighing 2
pounds, 2\ pounds, and 3y
pounds respectively. He gave 3
pounds of fish to 1 friend and ly
pounds to another. How many





148. Balls which usually sold for 65^^
were sold for a short time at 25^^
less. Frank bought a ball at the
lower price and gave the clerk













TEST 8 (Continued)149.An oil well produces 10 barrels
an hour. If the oil is selling for
$2.60 a barrel, how much money





“S 780.00150.How many 1-inch cubes can be
placed in a box 5 inches long,




“100151.George lives one-fourth of a mile
from school. He goes home at
noon for lunch. How far does he









152.If you had 20 words in spelling
and were marked 90 per cent,





“19153.On a road map, each y i^^ch rep¬
resents 20 miles. How many miles









“17155.What is the number which, if









DIRECTIONS: Read each group of statements below and the conclusions which
follow. Then mark the number of each answer which you have decided is correct.
L. All four-footed creatures are
animals.
All horses are four-footed.
Therefore,
*
creatures other than horses can
walk.
^all horses can walk.
^ all horses are animals.
156. All long poems are epics.
Beowulf is a long poem.
Therefore,
^ Beowulf is an epic.
^Beowulf is a folk-poem.
^ Beowulf is a classic.
157. The box contains either gold or
silver or crystal.
It does not contain silver.
Therefore,
^ it contains crystal.
^it contains either gold or
crystal.
^the conclusion is uncertain.
159.Mr. Scott is the high school
science teacher.
Mr. Scott teaches mathematics.
Therefore,
^ science teachers make good
mathematics teachers.
^science teachers can not teach
mathematics.
^one science teacher teaches
mathematics.
160. All circles are round figures.
A certain figure is not round.
Therefore,
‘ it is oval.
^ it is either a square or a triangle.
^ it is not a circle.
161. Ben is younger than Sally.
Sally is younger than John.
Therefore,
' Ben is younger than John.
^ Sally is younger than Ben.
^ Sally has lived longer than John.158.Three boys are on a mountain
trail.
Dick is farther up the trail than
Dan.
Frank is farther up than Dick.
The boy who is in the middle





162.No human beings are exempt from
accidents.




no human being is dependable,
"no automobile drivers are
exempt from accidents.










If he steers toward the land, he
will be wrecked, and if he steers
toward the open sea, he will be
wrecked.
But he must steer either toward
the land or toward the open sea.
Therefore,
‘ he should head for the open sea.
^ the coast is dangerous for ships.
^ he will he wrecked.
Mr. X is an aviator.
Mr. X is scoutmaster for his home
town.
Therefore,
* aviators make good scout¬
masters.
^one aviator is a scoutmaster.^
^ scoutmasters make good avia¬
tors.
If he is to keep his place on the
team, he must avoid disputes with
the captain and the coach.
But he will neither avoid dis¬
putes with the captain, nor will he
avoid disputes with the coach.
Therefore,
^ he will not remain on the team,
^he will lose in popularity with
the school.
^he may have a reasonable com¬
plaint.
All creatures that have feathers
are birds.
All eagles have feathers.
Therefore,
^ all birds are eagles.
^ all eagles are birds.





All squares have four equahsides.
This figure does not have four
equal sides.
Therefore,
Mt is a circle.
^ it is not a square.
^it is either a rectangle or a
triangle.
Some fishes fly.
No birds are fishes.
Therefore,
* all creatures that fly are fishes
or birds.
^no fishes resemble birds,
^creatures other than birds can
fly.
If he remains with his friend, he
will suffer loss, and if he leaves
his friend, he will suffer loss.
But he must remain with his
friend or leave him.
Therefore,
^he should remain with his
friend.
^it takes courage to leave a
friend.
^he will suffer loss.
A is equal to B.
B is equal to C.
Therefore,
^ A is equal to C.
^ B is larger than C.




DIHECTIONS: Mark the number of the word that means the same or about the
same as the first word.
M. blossom ^ tree " vine































































































^ worthy " brief
* native






^ destroy " ease
* recruit





^ obtain " repeat
^plentiful
* blacken " frighten
* torment
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191. detect ^ remove " discover
" overtake '' apply
192. confusion * disorder " worry
^ misfit ^ sadness
193. associate 'mix "define
" interpret '' stultify
194. copy
' plagiarize " find
"refuse * deed




196. prophecy ' suggestion " task
^ substance * prediction




198. reluctantly ' gladly " instantly
" certainly '' unwillingly
199. corrode collect " disintegrate
" applaud * blame
200. inefficient ' unruly " prudent
^ incompetent * inevitable
201. oppress
' promise " imitate
"burden * crowd
202. liberal 'lonely "generous
" learned * real
203. obstinate ' saucy " headstrong
^ satisfactory ^ obedient
204. introduce ' regard " meddle
"sponsor * inaugurate
205. deleterious ' harmful " just
"tardy * particular
206. esteem ' reject " estimate
"exceed '' respect
207. dejected ' slow " disheartened
" weighty ^ destroyed
208. defer ' affirm " delay
"confer * ordain
209. dexterity ' safety " advantage
" affection ''skill
210. deride * ridicule " encourage




))))) ^ DIRECTIONS: Read the following items. Mark the number or letter of each
correct answer according to the story.





^ international relations.211.The buffalo hunter had left his
wagon
^ behind the knoll.
^
at the nearest town.
^several miles baek on the
prairie.
^ back at his camp.212.The buffalo hunter
^ ignored the Indians.
^frowned at the sight of the
buffalo.
^was sorry he did not have his
rifle.
^smiled at the sight of the
buffalo.213.Sometimes the buffalo hunter
wondered if
' the buffalo might become scarce
one day.
^ he should not find a new job.
^ there were too many buffalo.




































220. The farmer sold his cows because
he
‘
was tired of taking care of them,
^wanted to put his whole farm
under cultivation.
^ did not like cows.
'‘felt they were getting old and




TEST 12 (Continued)221.In some places, where it had never
been plowed before, the sod was
‘ thick and tough.
^ thick but plowed easily.
^
not very thick.
* neither thick nor tough.222.The story about the factory man¬




1952.223.The factory manager had a waste
problem caused by
‘
a reduction of plant facilities.
^ lack of a disposal system.
^ careless workers.
^ expanding plant facilities.224.The factory manager’s solution to
the problem was to
^ pipe the waste into a septic tank,
which would then empty into
the river.
^pipe the waste into a settling
tank.
^pipe the waste directly into the
river.
''build a sewage disposal system.225.The factory manager was proud
because he had saved
' himself thousands of dollars,
^the country thousands of dol¬
lars.
^ the city thousands of dollars,







226.Each of the men discussed in the
stories was doing the country a
' disservice from which it has not
yet recovered.
^disservice from which it has
^only recently recovered.
^ service, in that they were help¬
ing the country to grow.
* service, in that they were setting
a pattern for future generations.227.Today, some species of our wild¬
life population have increased,
but this will not bring back the
great herds of buffalo, the thou¬
sands of whooping cranes, or the
great
' flocks of passenger pigeons,
^communities of ground squir¬
rels.
^ herds of whitetail deer.




^stayed the same as it was 100
years ago.229.Water pollution has
' almost completely stopped.
^ completely stopped.
^ lessened considerably.
* increased alarmingly.230.The title of the story read to you
a while ago was
' “Who is Responsible for Con¬
servation?”
^“Conservation and You.”
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1 COMPABATIVE STlJSr OF NEGRO AND NON-NEGRO DROPOUTS IN THO
SELECTED HIGH SCHOOLS IN FULTON COUNTI, GEORGIA, 1967-1968
Parent Qaestlennair*
Please eonplete the statements helewt




k* Are you a home owner? Rent?
5* Number of children In the family
6* Number of school age children
7* Number of pre-school age children
8* Was your child irregular in attendance? Y8s No
9* Was your child eTer suspended from school during the past
three semesters? Yes No
10. Did you do your best to keep your child in school? Yes ^No




d. Visiting Teacher12.Check the one statement that seems most important in causing
your child to leave school.
Disliked a certain teacher
^111 health
Friends had left school
Could not learn in school and was discouraged
Wanted spending money
Needed money for clothes and to help at home
Was not Interested in school work
73
Was failing and did not want to repeat the same
grade or take subjects ever
Others
13* Are you interested in the school's program? Xes No
1U« Bid you discuss with your child the value of his continuing
in school? les No
15« Are you an active member of the school's Parent-Teacher
Association? Yes No













17* Home Status) (Circle) A* or C
A* living with both natural parents
B« Living with father or mother
C. Living with other than both natural parents
7h
A OQHPARiLTIVE STUDY OF NEXmO AND NON-NEGRO DROFODTS IN TifO
SELECTED HIGH SCHOOLS IN FULT(»l COUNTY, GEORGIA, 1967-1968
Papll*a Qtwstleimalre
Please cheek (yes or no) for the stateaent which best describes yowr
situation.
1, Did you like school? Yes No
2* Do yonr parents approve of you being a dropout? Yes No
3« Are your parents livii^ together? Yes^^ ^No
U* Are you eiq[>loyed? Yes No
5* Are you married? Yes No
6. Did you stop school to marry? Yes No
7* Are you physically unable to attend school? Yes NN
8* Md you talk with your teacher about leaving school? Yes No^
9« Did you get along with your teachers? Yes No
10* Did you get along with your classmates? Yes No11,Did you like all of your subjects? Yes No
12, Were you passing in your school subjects when you stopped school?
Yes ■ No
13. Did you take part in school activities outside of your classroom?
Yes Jio
Were you retained in any grade beeatise of poor attendance?
Yed No
15, Have you ever repeated a grade? Yes Ho
16, Have you ever repeated more than one grade? Yes No
17, Did you ride the school bus to school? Yes No




19* Were you ever retained in a grade because of poor scholarship?
les Ho
20* Were you a nenber of any clubs at school? Yes Mo
21* Would you have renalaed la school If you could hare been placed on
a Work Program? Yes No
22* Do you think the Work Program will help our curriculum? Yes Ho
23* Did you like most of your school subjects? Yes Me
In the list of extra>eurrleula actlritles belov, please cheek (x)
for those in urhlch you vere most Interested and double cheek (xx)








25* What progress vere you making in school at the time you withdrew?
Very satisfactory - - - I was making good marks
b* ^Satisfactory - - - I was making average marks
0, Unsatisfactory - - - I was not making passing smrks
k GOMPABATl^E STW OF NEGRO AND NON>NEGRO DROPOUTS IN TWO
SELECTED HIGH SCHOOLS IN FULTON COUNTI, QEORGU, 1967-1968
Data Sheet
Student's Nane School Attended
Address Date Dropped
Street or Road Citj






Grade Repeated! Elementary School
High School
Attendance Record! Days Present
Days Absent
Reason for Learing School! (Check one belov)
____________ Parenthood
____________ Immaturity




____________ Personal Illness or Physical Disability
___________ Poor Relationship with Teachers
______________ Suspended, Failed to Return
___________ Inability to Learn Successfully
____________ Marriage
Parents Employed: Father (yes) (no)_
Ifother (yes) (noj
VITA.
HAMEl ROBERT 0. CHATMAN
EDUCATION* A* B» Degree, Iforehoese College,
Atlanta, Georgia
University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia
Slimmer, 1966* Ftesently enrolled In
School of Education, Atlanta
University
eiferience* Elementary School Teacher
Fulton County Public School
System, 1961-65, Visiting
Teacher, Fulton County Public
School Systems, 1965 Present
PERSONAL INFORMATION* Harried, two ehildrenj Member
of Sinqison Street Church of
Christ, Georgia Teachers and
Education Association and
American Federation of Teachers
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